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year,

G. HDIZINGA, H. D.

with a dUeount of 60 emit to thou

Wheat 9 bushel
Bye....<.........

Buckwheat

Physician and Surgeon.

paying <n advance.
Office

MULDER BROS.. Publishers.

cwt....

Eighth Street, evet P. Steketee'sCrockery

Store,

next to

H.

lyalsh’s Drug Store,

where I can be found day
or

R&toi of adTortUingmads known on applies-

Mon.
uollinduitt
Hollutd
Orrr nkws
News Printing House.
Bouse. Va
Van
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lushel

. . bushel .......
Glover seed V bushel.
Potatoes V bushel
Flour V barrel ...............
Cornmeal. bolted, » owl....
Cornmeal, unbolted, V cwt..
Ground feed
Middlings ft cwt
Uranjp cwt.
Hay f ton...
i

Anarchy is atheism on

3, 1894.

horseback.

Circuit court will convene a

week

from next Monday.

new residence

of Prof.

Services in Grace Eplsc. church Sun-

Yntema, in another column.

day evening at 7:30 o’clock.

Kalamazoo sportsmen have ordered
The new shipping clerk at the OtDuring tho recent cold spell the
ninety
dozen of Kansas quail, which
tawa furniture factory Is Mr. E. Evmercury
fell to five degrees below
wlll.be let loose In the spring.
ans, lately of Nashville, Mich.
zero.

Wlldfeese have already been seen
the wind is from the west
The Y. M. C. A. gospel meeting
flying northward, Swhlch is generally
Lake Michigan is covered with ice as
Sunday
afternoon, will be led by Supt.
considered as indicative of an early
far as the eye can see, some of it formMcLean.

When

spring.

Strong A Son’s linen sale and redor / A son of John Zwemer was seriously
ception
promises to be an event nofe
Vries’ fiftieth birthday, and the ladles hurt Friday while engaged in filling
soon to be forgotten by the ladies of
Wood, hard, dry » cord ............. I 75
the ice house of J. Pesslnk. A cake
Of his congregationmade it the occadressed, lb (live 6@ 6 e>. . 8
the Past. Chickens,
'
Beans V bushel .................... l 00
of ice threw him off his feet and ansion of covering his study with a fine
other fell on his breast.
Rev. 8. L Van deo Beek of Grand
new carpet.
Rapids
conducted an English servloo
VICINITY.
list of letters advertisedfor the
• The whaleback steamer Christopher
in
Rev.
Van Goor’s church, Thursday
Columbus will make dally trips from week ending Feb. 28, ’04, at the Holevening.
Saturday witnesseda most brilliant
land Post Office: Mr. H. L. Gleason,
Chicago to Milwaukee and return
Mr. 0. De Groot, Mr. F. Hasting.
linens can now be auroral display, taking the form of a
Tho last new postal card issued by
next season. The steamer is now at
gigantic cross of fire.
G. J. Van Duren, P. M.
the government is of a pinkish tint,
West Superior and will leave for ChicSeveral hundred acres of swamp ago as soon as the ice goes out of the
The schr. Wonder, which was smaller than the other, and bean a
land will be reclaimed in Yan Buren lake.
beached last fall north of Port Shel- vignette of Thos. Jefferson.
Saturday

is.

Builders will notice the invitation
for bids for the

D. B.

ing good-sized Icebergs.

The Spinning Wheel

^

was Rev. E. Van

Holland.

a Thing of

CITY AND

5

ETTER

and

flner

purchased at Prices' that will knock at

your pocket-bookuntil you buy.

A

don, has been libelledfor sailor’swafirst-classmasquerade skating
ges
and will be sold atU^S. marshal’s party was given at the rlnok Wednesal offices of the G.cR.
I. railway
New Buffalo finally is to have a will he removed from Grand Rapids sale on Monday, March 6, at 10 o’clock day evening. Tho fine music was ennewspaper, the “Semaphore.”Think to Pittsburg, making that road mere- a. m., at the post office at Grand Ha- joyed by a large attendance.
of It, at one time this place was a ly a division of the Pennsylvania rail- ven.
At E. Van der Veen’s they are closformidablerival of Chicago.
way, which owns a majority of the __ Revs. C. Van Poor and E. Van der
ing out their winter stock of coal and

&

The property of the H. C. Ref.
church at Vrlcsland, including ground,
buildings and church furniture, will
be disposed of at public auction on
hursday,March 8.

stock. The road is lopping off
penses In every possible way.

ex-

Vries,

anddders T^KeppcC*

M~N

<>

wood stoves at prices that must induce jjerchasere to invest now. Tho
An exchange tells a story of a have been appolnUdllolegatcsofFthe actual figures aro given in another
tramp who rang a doctor's bell and classis of Holland to the synod of the column, and should not be overlook$sked the trim, pretty woman who H. C. Ref. church, which meets at ed.
Grand Rapids in June next.
Matters are more than buzzing at opened the door if she would kindly
T
Fred Boss, of Win. Lamaraux’sbai^
ask the doctor if he had a pair of trouA Dutch debatingsociety has been her shop, wishes to call attention
|] the new factory of the Holland Furniture Co., by the arrival this week of sers he was willing to give away. “I organizedin this city with L. W. Van to tho fact that tho “welentlne”hereseveral car loads of machiney, includ- am the doctor,” replied the plump and derKoortas president,for the dis- ceived on “welentlne”day addressed
pleasing y^ung woman, and the tramp cussion of the economical problems of
ing boilers and engine.
to S. B., was mlssent,it not being
fainted.
the day. They will hold their first his “pitcher,” but intended for Mr.
The whale boat which visited this
meeting on Sunday afternoonat the Cronin of the Independent.
city last summer and from which the /^branch has been organized in this
residence of M. Van der Hclde, Eighth
son of the manager was drown city of the “Capital Investment,
Rev. C. H. Beal, of Lansing, who
street.
Building and Loan Association,” with
while on the way to Grand Haven,
lectured in this city the other week,
The Women’s Foreign \ Missionary has received a unanimous call to the
now on the Mississippi near New O. the following officers: President, J.
Pesslnk;
vice
president,
G.J.
Diekema;
Society
of the M. E. church will hold
leans. It will return from there aid
Immanuel Congregational chuch at
secretary,
I.
Mareilje;
treasurer,
Hentheir
twenty-flfthi
thank-offeringser- Roxbury, Mass. He will get a salary
go up the Ohio river.
ry Geerling; attorney, J. 0. Post. The vice at the home of Mrs. John Elferof $8,500 If he accepts, $500 more than
/ In Overisel Lukas Boerricher, wmle
main office of this association, whose dink Jr., on Tuesday, March 6. Tea he Is now paid at Lanslngf
'cutting wood with a companion, MiJurisdiction extends over the entire will be served from 6:00 to 7:30 p. m.,
day, was instantly killed by a tree fa
Dr. and Mrs. F. M. Gillespie gave a
state, is at Lansing, and M. S. Mar- after which au appropriateprogram
ing upon him. In falling a branch
progressive
pedro party Thursday
shal of this city is the soliciting agent. will be rendered. All are invited.
the tree knocked him down and th
evening to a large company of friends,
The Ottawa county board of school
trunk of the tree fell over the pros- MVestern papers are warning the
numbering thirty-couple.It was the
trate man’s body. He was twen- farmers to be on the lookout for the examiners will hold the following ex- doctor’s thirtieth birthday and he waa
ty-eight years old and unmarried, and Russian thistle, as it is a monster that aminations at places and dates named
made the recipient of a fine platform
To which we extend a cordial invitation to our many patrons. Time ant
may well be dreaded. A single plant Special Examination— Grand Haven,
has his home in Hamilton.
upholsteredrocker. The rooms had
which Is on exhibition In Minneapolis Friday and Saturday, March! 9 and 10.
•>
been profusely supplied by kind frlenda
VThe Allegan Journal has entered measures five feet across and stands
Regular Examlnatlou— Grand Haven, with flowers and the refreshmentswere
upon
its
38th
Volume.
Out
of
ita
pains have not been spared to make the afternoona pleasant one.
fl,tA feet high. The mass is globular Thursday and Friday, March, 27 and
as fine as they were plenty, Geo. Shaw
recent troubles It has emerged with
in form and races before the winds of 30. Special Examination— Coopersand Mrs. 0. L. King walked off with
renewed life and vigor, and it is again
the Dakotas, scattering the seeds ville, Friday and Saturday, April 27
the prizes.
more like Don’s Journal of old. Mr.
along in its track. Either the farmer and 28.
Henderson is the veteran Journalist
Max McCormick, a youth of sixteen
must drive out the weed, or it will
of Western Michigan and enjoys the
To what extent, if any, the recent years of age, attempted to commit suidrive him out, Is the opinion of those
good will and best wishes of the fracold weather has injured the fruit bud cide Thursday evening at hia sister’s
who have studied it.
ternity.
is a matter of the greatest anxiety, home Mrs.G. Yan der Hill, residing easl
A young man over in Winsor town- not only in the fruit belt of Western
of the city, on Klelnhekiel’s addition
The ice bridge at Niagara Falls this ship, Eaton county, wanted a mar- Michigan, but elsewhere. The reports
It was a case of despondency, the boy
winter is the largest and most beauti- riage license. He went to the treas- thus far from the several localities
evidentlyhaving had a hard time of
ful within the memory of the oldest urer instead of the county clerk, and
yary and the opinions of fruit experts It, owing largely to. the want of a
inhabitant; the ice mountain is rap- asked what a license would cost. The
are divided. In this immediate vicin- homo. His father and mother, who
idly increasing in proportions, and af- treasurer’s wife, who was in charge,
ity no serious fears are entertained. resided at Fennvllle,separated some
Linen Sale will last the remainder of the week.
fords a magnificent slide for daring thinking he wanted aliquorlicense told
Fennvllle reports that the buds have years ago, the mother taking the chilcoasters of both sexes; the foliage in him it would cost $250 for six months. been frozen, and the chances for a big
dren with her. She married again
Prospect Park and on the Islands is a The young man raged and declared
crop lessened. Grand Haven growers and soon died, about three years
superb spectacle and the wonderful that if it cost $250 every six months are nervous, and some report the buds
ago, whereupon the children returned
ice formations are worth traveling for license to live with a woman in seriouslyInjured. Benton Harbor
$5.00 Reward.
to their father, preferring him for
around the world to sec. The little Michigan he would go to Utah and growers are divided In- opinion, but
good cause to their stepfather and his
I.
Five dollars reward will be paid for
city of Niagara Falls is gay with tour- take unto himself several wives at a
grave fears are entertainedfor a full new wife. Max left home last summer
informationleading to the arrest and
Homeopathic Physician and conviction, of anyone violating in this ists and sightseers,hundreds of whom much cheaper rate.
crop. Shelby advices state the Oceana and finally stranded here. He was
immediate vicinity any of the game are pouring in on every train from all
Surgeon. Specialist on or
0. R. Herald: The directors of the county orchards have not been hurt. given some light work at the C. & Bi,
fish laws of this state. Reports quaaters. The New York Central is
West Michigan (Ottawa Beach) Park Judge Russell of Hart says: I have tannery, but it seems that too many
should be made to the warder, or to
EYE, EAR,
AAR THROAT. any officer of this club. All reports running fourteen trains a day from association met the other day and examined my trees and found the buds troubles of one sort and another kept
New York.
Office Hours until 9:00 a. m.; strictly confidential.
transacted some Important business. all right In the southern part of preying upon his mind and he resolved
Holland Rod a Gun Club.
from 11 until 2 p. (n.; 6 until 10 p. m.
Oceana county the crop has been in- to bring an end to Ills existence. Wltp
M. G. Wanting, Pres.
Sunday evening Hope church was It was decided to rent the Hotel Otjured.
Still, as long as one bud In that In view he purchased a small
tawa
for
another
year
to
a
club
formed
A. G. Baumgartel, Sec’y. crowded to overflowingwith an audiOffice Ao. 15, Eighth st. Holland, Hieh.
Holland,
Mich., Feb. 23, ’94.
of
the
directors.
The
following
di- five remains, there Is yet a good crop caliber revolver of a neighboring boy
13 ly
ence that came to listen to an address
«•»
rectors compose! the club and had left.
and between the hours of seven and
by
Isaac Adams, a young native of
There is no claim made for Ayer’s
charge of the house last year: John
eight o’clock Thursday evening, on the
Sarsaparilla which cannot be endorsed Persia, who has spent a few years in
The “West Michigan Land Com- porch of his sister's house, ho shot
Dr.
Parry Jones.
bv scores of testimonials.This fact this country and is about to return to Hoskins, Lewis Me Garth, Henry
plainly proves that the blood is the
Spring, Capt. H. N. Moore, L. G. Dun- pany” is the name of an association himself. The bullet entered a little
Physician
Surgeon* source of most disorders and that his native land. The speaker appeared ton, S. J. Osgood and E. H. Foot. A Just organized for the purpose of ob- below the nipple, glanclng-^ownward,
(Successorto Dr. J. G. Huizcnga.)
Ayer s Sarsaparilla is the best of blood in the costume of a Persian, and gave
contract was made to secure the sea- taining and disseminating Information but fortunately not entering the chest
purifiers. Try It this month.
a sketch of himself, his people and
concerningland In the stateof Michi- cavity. Dr. K re mere was called In,
Office— New building of Holland
son’s supply of Ice at once. The house
their religious and social life. He
gan, and to encourageemigration and
City-State Bank, cor. Eighth and Riv>
will
be
opened
next
season
earlier
than
who found the boy suffering severely
Dr. Price’* Cream Baking Powder
was born in 1871 and at the age of ten
er sts. Rooms— New City Hotel.
settlement of same. The projectors from the shock, but pronouncedthe
World’sFair Highest Award.
usual to accommodate early arrivals.
years lost his father by banishment to
The old officers of the association will virtually are the officials of the C. & wound not fatil, and unless something
Siberia owing to an informality in his
hold over and President Dunton w 11 W. M. Uy., and their main office will unusual sets in he is likely to recover.
Vwal and InstraracntalMusicpassport while on businessin Russia.
be in Muskegon. The amount of the The bullet has not keen removed and
Minnie Louis Bingham, Teacher. Six years ago Mr. Adams embraced make arrangements for better accomcapital
stock is $12 000. The company
will likely be allowed to remain.
Thorough Bass and Harmony. Class the Christian religion and managed to modations then ever before.
has
secured
the control of many
Lessons— Instrumental, 30 cent per make his way to the United States,
The state press this week noticed thousartfl' acres of land which they
The city attorney of Detroit havhour. Private Lessons, 50c., 75c., and
with a view of preparing himself for the death at Lansing of Frances Maria
v
will sell either in large tracts to par- ing been asked for Instructions as to
P. O.— 2172. Residence,West Elev- missionarywork among his country- Cahill, mother of ex-Judge Cahill. She
ties wishing to settle colonies, or in taxation of mortgages under the new
enth street, second door from Ward men. He spent two years in a college
was 75 years old, and was a pioneer of small tracts to individualpurchasers. tax law, has given out the following
33-tf.
in North Carolina, one year at the N. Michigan, having located with her
The ultimate object of the enterprise as his opinion:
W. University, and has just finished parents in 1832 in Kalamazoo, where is thus set forth by Geo. De Haven,
Dr. Prices Cream Baking Powder,
“Mortgages held by buildingand
liftkfitlnriat U« WarM’i Fair.
his course at Moody’s Bible Institute. she was buried on Tuesday. Mrs. Catjie treasurer of the company: “Every loan associations are not taxable unChicago. Lately he sent for three of hill will be remembered by our old year a great number of the dissatisfied der the provisionsof the act under
his brothers who are also in Chicago, settlersas a residenthere for a few
Office over Holland City State Bank,
here in Michigan are stirred up by which associationsare incorporated
(act 124 of 1889), which provides that
Second Floor,
pursuing siraular studies with a like years, in the early 60’s. With her
agents from the west and south to go all mortgages and other securities
ny
object in view. Mr. Adams expects family she lived In the Slag house on
to their country. It is Our object held by such associations shall be exto leave for Persia in the course of the west Eighth street,up to the time of
to counteractthis by inducingpersons empted from all municipal or other
From now on Overcoatsare sold besummer. He speaks the English lan- herhusband’sdeath.Mr.Cahiil
had
pur- to come to Michigan and settle. Our taxes under the laws of this state.
low cost at
Mortgages held by secret or fratenguage well, is very entertaining in his chased an interest in the Howard saw work will not be with! 'immigrants to
Lokker & RtJTORRS.
nal societiesare liable to taxation.
descriptions and earnest In his-appeals, mill property, later Van Dyk mill, on
this country so much as with practical
Mortgages held by church trustees
and delivered the most satisfactory the north side of Black lake, and in- people of the truck {gardeners and are not liable to taxation.
Dr. Price’s Cream Baldag Powder
missionary address that bur citizens tended to reside here permanently, fruit and produce raisers’ class in the
There is no way of reaching mortWorld’s PlrHtghwt Modal and Diploma.
have listenedto in years. On Mon- hot after his death his family returned east. Theft is some "aluable land for gages held by residents of this state
which they assign oat of the state os. From now on Overcoatsare sold beday evening he spoke in Rev. Van to Kalamazoo. The deceased was a gardening and fruit purposes all along tensibly for the purpose of avoiding
low cost at
Goer’s church, which was alqp packed sister of Doctors Wells R. and Cbas.
the western side of the state, and to taxation. The affidavitin such case
Lokker & Rutgers.
to the utmost. From here be visits P. Marsh, two of the early physicians have this country settled and develop- authorized to be administered by you
some of the rural cburchW, and ’will ofrtbe Holland Colony, also of George ed Is oar Intention. Wejhave bo spec- is all the Inquiry that can be made.
Daring the next Thirty Days we Will
ndemnity mortgages are not assesspend Sunday in Grand Rapjds. Per- At Marsh, a commission merchant of ial interest in any. particularpiece of able.
sell at greatly reduced prices: DreSs
Goods, Flanels, Cloaks and Jackets.
MOST PERFECT MADE.
haps one of his Withers will enter Chicago,
Chicago, and a
a sister-io^w
aisteM
tjortgagesheld bjr agent* In this
of Dr. Al- land, but our purpose is to boom the
Quilts, Shawls, Horae Blankets, and
Hope
college; The collections taken lea, president of Rush Med leal College
A pure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder.1 I
all articlesfound In a well assorted
from Ammonia, Alum or any other adulterxnt. ' UP in bis behalf amounted to abbot in Chicago and
Dry Goods store.
the most emintier

and~Q'!*y "MolTilia "bF

|this jfity
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uesday Afternoon, Harch 6th

•^P OUR LINEN SALE
will be

opened with

AN
AFTERNOON
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W.

and

DR. A.

LAMBERT.

$1.00

DENTIST,

school.
'DR-

’
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-

-

Tnde

45

tf

Notier 8c Vkrschure.

40 YEARS THE

STANDARD.
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^
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ent physicians inRbe country. *

West Michigan railroad

M
.

‘
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agents reside.”^
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Thomas

B. Reed, the
of the Minority In

Holland City News.
SATURDAY, MARCH

Holland,

- -

that biting sarcasm for which he is so
famous in the helpless and ridiculous
plight of the majority. With mock
gravity he has exhorted, as a bishop
might exhort the wanderingchildren
of his flock, the Democratic side to
come into the fold, to accept the true
faith, and to count a quorum. He has
implored the Democrats to lay aside
their personal pride and to adopt a
constitutionalmethod of doing business. The Democrats have winced
under these thrusts, but, with characteristic obstinacy, show no Inclination

House.

189*.

3,

Leader
the

Ex*speakerHeed

Mich.

of

Maine

Is

a char-

acter, a political character,In the

highest sense of that term. Frank
and open, he Is reserved just now up-

NEWSPAPER LAWS.
Ifiubscribera
order the discontinuanceof

on one point, and that is his attitude

towards the nomination in 1896. N6
doubt every State in New England
will be found to rally around Tom
Reed. While Blaine stood in the way
ii subecrlbera move to other places without Informingthe publishers, and the news- Reed had but a minor chance. The
papers are sent to the former pi nee of resigreat popularity of Blaine lasted neardence, they are then responsible.
CONCERNING DELINQUENT SUBSCRIBERS: ly to the close of his life and took the
The latest postal laws are such that news- form of sympathy. Tom Reed howpaper publishers can have arreswd any one
for fraud who takes a paper and refuses to ever was the more reliable person of
pay for It. Under this law the man a ho allows his subscription to run along for some the two. He has what is wanted in
time unpaid ana then orders It discontinued,
leadership— the positive quality of
or orders the postmaster# mark It ‘‘refused

j-oxxiNr isties.

a Mens.

DEALER IN

DEALER IN

Mm.
He

has

now added

mi.

Till

Nalls.

«

to his stock a full line of

to follow his excellent advice.
It is

an undoubted fact, however,

Paints, Oils, Brushes, Etc.

providingfor the counting of a quorum, as was done by Mr.
Reed when Speaker, could be brought
Which will be sold at unprecedented low prices.
before the House, it would receive the
and to send a postal notifyingthe publish- boldness on the one side, and fidelity
votes
of
enough
Democrats
to
be
er, lays himselfliable to arrest and fine.
on the other.
adopted by a large majority. This is
Thomas Brackett Reed is about ;>5 well understood by the Democratic
He also has twenty-three acres fruit farm near Saugayears old; he will not be 56 in fact unmembers of the Committee do Rules,
til next October. He has the quality
Messrs, Crisp, Catchings and OuthK. O. T. M.
tuck, which will be sold cheap, or exchanged for house and
of youth, which is so much needed in
Orescent Tent, No. 68, meets In K. 0. T. M
watte, and they sternly refuse to lisa leader, in order that he may not outten to all requests made to them looklot in this city.
Cheapest Life InsuranceOrder known, tull grow his prospects when they are at
ing to this end.
Command. the full. Reed was a Portland boy,
W. A. Hollbt, B. K.
and he had barely got out of college
Recent census figures show t! at t.;e
and entered a law office when the war population of the city of Washington
broke out. Immediately, on the has increased fifty thousand during
day after Fort Sumter was tired upon, the past year. This is a notlckihle inhe entered the navy and remained in crease, when it is consideredthat the
Attorneys.
that

If

a rule

SOCIETIES.

,

Organs,

“r?,™

it until November, 1865. He then national capital is not a businesscencame home and was admitted to the ter.
Portland bar. In about three years
'll oBBIDE, P. H., Attorney.Real EsUte and
he was sent to the State Legislature
Insurance.Office. McBride’s Block.
A Comfortable Thotght
and served in both branches, became
DOST, J. 0., Attorney and Counsellor at Law.
“A
few
million years hence the sun
A Real Estate anc Collections. Office, Posts the Attorney-Generalof Maine, and
will
give
out
no more heat."
Block.
Solicitorfor the city of Portland, and
“Well, most of us won t be in need of
he did not go to Congress until 1876,
heat.”— Once a Week.
Banks.
when Hayes succeeded Grant as PresiA TRIFLE ODER THE WEATHER.
I^IRBT STATE BANK. Commercialand Bav- dent.

rVIBKEUA. Q.J., Attorney at

U

promptly attendedto.
BUte Bank.

Law, Oolleotloni
over First

Offloe,

M

For eighteenyears Reed has been

TTOLLAND CITY STATE
l~l
C.

Clothing.

.

_

gOSMAN BROTHERS^ MerchantTailorsand

_

ing

Goods and Groceries.

DERT8CH, D .. Dealer In Dry Goods. Fancy
13 Goods and Furnishing Goods. Eighth Street.

umphant election,through

36 pounds

GooDersle,

exchanged; warranted t'
manufactured.

Given in exchange for a
bushel of wheat.

of the best flour

Unclean Wheat purified free

MICH.

sold or

prime. Pearl Barley

of

—

—

of

charge. Highest price paid for

Wheat, Rye, Corn, Oats, Buckwheat and fiadev

tri-

Dr] Goods

Elevator and Mill nen*- R. Rotation at Zeeland, Mich.

the corrni>-

tion of the so-called moral element
ip his convention,which told the lie

KARSTEN.

H. H-

THE

FOR

WM. BRUSSE &
MERCHANT
- THE FIT.

was about to be nominated. All this
was due men to who thought themselves better than their party.

Between Blaine

TkOOT

m

Presidentialnomination and a

ground, and Buckwheat Flour
be

and Pianos.

lUTiotL.

Dealers In Ready Made. Gent’s FurnishGoods a Specialty
and turned out the light just as he

Dry
w-.

Buckwheat

in

BANK.
Van Pntten, Pres., Blaine had just escaped receivingthe

and Savings Dep’t. J.
Verschnre, Cashier.Capital stock 130,000.

m

KARSTEN,

H. H.
Zleelctncl,

Commercial Congress. The year he went there

air

Holland, Mich.

Eighth St.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

Pipe Organs

A KRAMER, Dealers In Dry Goods. NoMoos, Groocrtes,Flour, Feed, etc., Eighth ternatingfriendshipand dissatisfacStreet
tion. Mr. Blaine had an excess cf

13

Ms
—

Next Three

-

TAILORS.

and Reed existed al-

CO.

—AT

-Life.
\TAN PUTTEN, G. A SONS, General Dulereln femininequalities, which made him
Dry
Goode,
Grocerlee,
Crockery.
HaU,
and
V,
Maa'a Vanity.
beloved, yet Inconstant. He was alCape, Floor, Prodnoe, etc . River Street
“Do
you
mean
to say," said on©
ways seeing good In his enemies.
woman to another, “that your husHowever fiercely he was attacked, he
band wiU get up in the middle of the
seemed to strive to win that one who night to chase burglars?”
despltefully used him, and in doing so
Drugs and Medicines.
“Yes."
let half a dozen old friends slide away.
“Bow did yon managd it?”
“I made him believe I think he is
The difference between Blaine and
ported and Domeetic Cigars. Eighth Street.
Reed was in the race element. Blaine brave, and he thinks that by going
downstairs with the poker he is keepwas Scotcb-Irish and had evasiveness,
New Store.
ing up a very large reputation at a comlove of gossip, and aptitude for faction,
paratively small risk.” — Washington
which are among the humors of the Star.
ICoIumbia BIk, Eighths!.
Celtic family. Tom Reed was British
Hardware.
Thoroughly Qualified.
in stock and his youth was spent in
Mme. Boiron questions a young
•yAN OORT. J. B. General Hardware end forensic contests and amidst the realiservant girl who is applying for a poBtevee. Repairing promptly attended to
Eighth Street.
ties of a great war. Reed had hardly sition: “Have you been in service a
got to Congress but he was distinguish- long time?”
Manufactories,Shops, Etc.
“Hardly twelve months.”
ed for his up and down personal con“And have you any good characters
fidence,almost in the nature of prizeto show?"
fighting.
Dealer in AgriculturalImplemeota.River St
A Full Line of
“Good characters!" said thfe girl,
taking a bundle of papers out of her
Tf TUTTLE Y, A.. Practical Machlnlit, MU1 and
The events of this and last week are pocket. “I’ve already got thirty-twol"
XI Engtna Repairs a ipecialty. Shop on BevIsthe desirable thing in Clothing. You select the
the prominence of Mr. Reed as a lea- — Almanack du Charivari.
i&j%;
anth itraet, near River.
but we see to it that the Garment Fits.
also keep it
li/Tll *
der of his party and as a presidential
DifficultFeaU.
Meat Markets.
possibility. Sence the delivery of his
ItAIIIIIICI y •
Husband (triumphantly)— I’ve done repair for six months free of
jQB K RAKER A DE ROSTER, Deataijn all closing speech against the passage of It! I have played two games of chess
klada of Freeh and Salt Meats. Market on
the Wilson bill Mr. Reed’s mail, al- blindfolded.
At the Lowest Prices.
Elver Street.
ways large, has grown to enormous
Wife— Well, I’d like to run out for
TXT ILL VAN DER VEERE, Dealer In all kinds
Merchant Tailors and Clothiers. ||y||(Jg
of F<a»h and Salt Meats. Market on proportious. He receivesmany letters half an hour. Suppose you mix the
Eighth Street.
from all parts of the country, many of bread, mind the baby, stir the pudding,
them from persons entirely unknown baste the roast, watch the vegetables
Miscellaneous.
thank our customers
I’loaks! Cloaks!
and answer the door bell for awhile.
to him, praising his speech and asking
You
needn’t
be
blindfolded.— N. Y.
At
cost,
at
Notieu
&
Vekbchuue
fTEPPEL, T.. Dealer In Wood and Coal. lath. for copies. The demand for the
l\. shingles, salt, land *nd calcined plai-ter.
Weekly.
solicit their good will for the
Corner Eight and Cedar Streets.
speech from political clubs and kinUnderstood It.
season.
/"tR AND ALL. 8. R.. Dealer In Fancy Notions dred organizationsis so tremendous
Teacher— “Let me write the songs of a
\j Department and Bazaar Goodsand Tinware that Mr. Reed ha< been obliged to re20 ly
CARRY A COMPLETE 111 OF
nation, I care not who makes the laws.’*
Eighth Street.
When Baby was nick, we gave her Castorla.
fer most of these requests to the Re- Do you understandthat?
When she was a Child, she cried for Castorla.
publican Congressional campaign comBright Boy— Yes'm. Lots of conPainters.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castorla.
mittee, which has ordered printed as gressmen died poor, but the composer
>E MA AT, R., House, Carriage, and Sign
of “After the Ball” made a hundred When she had Children, she gave them Castorla.
P*intlue,plain and ornamental paiK-r hang- a first installment 100,000 copies.
Desire to bestow a mark of friendship
Shop at residence,on Seventh St., near R
Among the letterswhich Mr. Reed thous—
B.'Depot
Teacher— Next.— Good News.
during the holiday season, go to
Chemicals,
receives are many which contain inA Popular Composer.
Boots and Shoes.
quiries as to the stories of his boyhood
Patent Medicines,
From now on Overcoats are sold
At the concert:
which
are
floating
through
the
newsTJEROLD, E., & CO.. Dealers In Boots end
Staple Drugs and
XX Bboee. and rubber good*. Will occupy new papers. Many of these stories are Mrs. Malapropas— Who is the author below cost at
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wholly mythical. One of them, wbicli

Lokker & Rutgers.

symphony?
Mrs. I’arvaynew (consultingpro-
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Paints,
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Mr. Reed heard for the first time this gramme)— I’ve forgotten. Oh, here it
Children Cry for
Oils
TTREMEKS. H., Physician and Surgeon. Resi- week, was to the effect that when the is— AllergroModerate. He seems to
And make
JV ©'' ice on Twelfth strret, corner of Market, chubby and red cheeked Thomas was write so many things, you know.— Pitcher’s Castorla.
and Varnishes.
your selection from a Beautiful Line
at drug store, Eighth Street.
attending a district school in Maine, Chicago Record.
of Ladles’ embroidered handkerchiefs.
Saloons.
he started the orderly quiet of the
Stationry,
Fahey
Goods,
Not DU posed to Be Obstinate.
T>LOM. 0.. Rlv*r Street. Liquors, Wine and schoolroomby suddenly rising in his
Periodicals,
i, School
S<
Employer— There is a difference,sir,
13 Beer. Bottling Works next door . Orders
promptlydelivered.
& College
seat and drawling out the words as he of 1250 between the amount of money
Also a fine
aSpcialty.
held up a big red apple: “If any one your books show to be on hand and the
assortmrnt
of
Gents’
Wear.
Watches and Jewelry.
here hath aught to say why this apple amount actually on hand. What have
TkBEYMAN. 0., A SON, Watchmakers and Jew- should not be joined to the lips of you to say, sir?
A FELL USE OF CHOICE CIGARS,
X) elers. and Dealers In Silverware. Repairing
Employe— I— I'm willing to submit
Infants’ Silk and Woolen Hoods.
promptly executed.Cor. River and Market 8U Thomas B. Reed, let him speak now, the difference tq arbitration.—Chicago
or else forever after hold his peace.”
Tribune.
Itcbou Human and horses and all The schoolmasterarose in his turn
Neatly and Substantial Bound. Pure Wines and Liquors for Medicinal
Unselfish Loro.
animals cured in 30 minutes by Wool- and, brandishinga hickory rod, said:
Our Line of
Purposes.
He— If you loved me would you marford’s Sanitary Lotion. This never
“If any one here hath aught to say ry me while 1 am poor?
Hosiery is the most complete in the
falls. Sold by Heber Walsh, druggist
ft KOOYERS.
why this rod should not be joined to
She— You do me injustice,I love
Holland.
12-6m.
Prewiptim and Eteipes CinfcUj CvajhiM. | cltythe trousers of Thomas B. Reed, let you too much to have your precious
Children Cry for him speak now or else forever after health risked by my cooking. Wait Van der Veen Block, cor. River and Holland,Mich., Nov. 19, 1892.
Step in as
Eighth streets. 2-tf.
hold his peace.” Thereupon the until you can afford to keep servants.
Pitcher’s Castorla.
you pass by. and we will be glad to
-Life.
second juncture was effected.Mr.
show you our goods.
Bright t’roapecu.
Reed enjoyed this story very much,
Money to Loan.
Mrs. Craik— I look so well in black
but he said he had no recollection of ;
The Ottawa County Building and the occurrence, as he thought he must that it seems almost a pity you can
Dealers in
"Royal Roby99 Port Wine*
never live to enjoy seeing me wear it.
Loan Associationhas money to loan
have had If the rod »ere properly apCraik (cheerfully) — Don’t worry
on real estate security. Apply to the
plied.
secretary.
about that, my dear; I expect to outC. A. Stevenson.
live your mother.— Puck.
#
very blood of the grape. A grand tonic
2tf
The real responslblllltyfor the failDR. E. O WESTS NERVE AND BRAIN
That’s Wbj HV Played.
for nursing mothers, and thorn reduced
TRK ATMENT. a specific for H y.tcri*. DImIdcm.
ure of the Mouse to transact business
by wasting disease. It creates strength ;
Tom— What on earth do you play pita. Neuralgia.Headache.NervonaProatratlou
fcUei'slraieftHalve
must be charged to the unwillingness poker with that fellow for? He can’t caused by alcoholor tobacco. Wakefulueel, Menimproves the appetite : nature’s own tmr
Parties desiring
tal Depreailou, Baftenfi g of Brain. nauaiDg inThe Best Salve in the world for of the Democratic leaders to adopt play.
8inity.ml.e7. decay, death. PrematureOld A£
Cuts, Bniisea, .Sores, Ulcers, Salt- the Reed rules and count a sitting
Ch°ice Steaks and Roasts
Johnson ^raking in the stakes)— I
Rheum, Fever Sore,
~ e. Tetter, Chapped
Cl
know it That’s why I phiy with him.
quorum.
Mr.
Reed
has
found
ample
Are especiallyinvited to call. **
9
“
Hands, Chilblains Corns, abd all skin
—Yankee Blade.
.
_
ibrand.itooetgnomore.quart ho ttlei.
Eruption, and positively cures .Piles, vindication of his course in the Fifty-,
genre. A month’,treatment, 11, 6 for
mall. We roarantro atx boxee to cure. __
or no pay required. - Jt Is. guaranteed first Congress in the farcical *and‘ tuTalking Shop.
River •
For,,,e,v
order for 8 boxee. with S3 wiU eend written gnatto give perfect satisfaction,or money
Miss.
Boston—
I
presume,
of
course,
antee to refund if not cured. GuManteteleiued
multuous blockade of the House durrefunded. Price .25 cents per box.
DE KRAKER & DE
M1°h'
only
W. Z. BANGS,
yon are fond of hdrsA-fiesh?
j-ly. Grandvifle A ve.. Gr aid R. Ida, Kli h
For sale by Heber Walsh “The Drugr ing this and last week. He has found
Miss Bluegrass (coolly)— Well, realHolland, Mich., Aug. 8, 1892.
full opportunity for the exercise of
gist’
ly, don’t you know, I never ate any.—

"
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WORTHLESS

BITS OF NEWS.

TITLES.

HELD BY THE

ting Paragraphs Gathered from
Various Sources. ,
A new atlas of Calhoun county is
being published.

JURY.

la terra

An Important Dedalon by

tha

Supreme Court
'.n

A Dafact in the Law Make# Trouble for
Purchaaera of Property from tha
Dellqquaot Tax Llata of
1887-88.

SALKS ARE IN VALID.
Lasbino, Feb. 28.— An opinion of
vital importanceto Michigan propertylowners was filed in the irapretne court

Tuesday.

It seta aside as invalid the
ealo of a piece of property for delinquent taxes of 1887 made under the
law of 1889, for the reason that the tax
record in the county treasurer’sottice

'was made out in figures, with
Jpo distinguishingmarks to show
fchat they represented items of money or
what denominations of money. The
tax records for each of the eighty-four
counties in the state were printed here
funder the directionof the auditor general and were uniform. Those for 1837
and 1888 embodied the fatal error
pointed out by the court. Hence every
'tax deed of property sold for the taxes
'oi either of these two years is void.
The blanks for the 1889 and subsequent
taxes are in proper shape.
1 The law of 1889, under which lands
delinquentfor taxes for the years in
question were sold, gives the holder of
a tax deed absolutepossession of the
property,and for this reason the auditor general has received from speculators during the last two months only
1125,000 for such deeds. The decision
renders these deeds of no value beyond
the ability of their owners to recover
the amount paid. Their speculative
value is utterly destroyed.

Indictments

Returned Against

TAKINQ 0UT A PATENr*

Hints t« Inventors Who SorlonslyThink
of Doing Bo.

Persons who are likely to apply for
a patent would do well to cut out and
The knitting mills at Colon have represerve the following instructions:
sumed operations
Secret a r.r of State Jochlm. Treasurer
(1) Write to the commissioner of
Hambltier, Attorney General Ellis and
Ypisilantl Irish societies will celepatents, Washington, D. C., requesting
Others Give Ball on Charges of
brate 8t Patrick's day.
a copy of the "Rules of Practice,”
Complicity In Election Frauds.
Midland county’s fair will he held
which ho will send free. Then careOctober 2, 8 and 4 of this year.
fully read from page 0 to page 17,
THE GRAND JURY S WORK.
about the articles which may be patThe teachers of Calhoun county will
Lansino,Feb. 26.— Indictmentswere ented, and the form of application and
hold a convention at Albion, April 2.
The Latter-Day Sainta of Coleman found by the grand jury in the election drawings. In another part of the
frauds case against Attorney General pamphlet there are specimen applicahave just dedicated their new church.
Ellis, Secretary of State Jochlm Treas- tions and drawings.
At the recent electionAllegan county
urer Hamhitzer, Land Commissioner (2) ITeparo an application in accordgave about 1,200 majority in favor of
Berry, Clerks Warren and Potter, Ser- ance with the rules, make or procure
prohibition.
geant-at-armsBussey, Marcus Peter- drawings such as the patent office reMrs. H. M. Brnoe, living near Maple
son, ex-clerk of the board of state offi- quires,make oath to your papers and
Rapids, is in her 72d year and is cutting
cers, and William May, clerk of Wayne send to the commissioner of patents
a new Set of teeth.
county. These indictmentshad been with $15. This is the first government
Two wives are claiming the property prepared with great care during
fee. Later, if you receive notice that
of Edward Perkins, who died a short
the last two weeks by ex- Justice a patent will be issued,then a second
time ago at Owoaaa
Edward Cahill
the supreme government fee of $20 must he paid.
The G. A. R. post of Flint has raised court, ex- Justice M. V. Montgom(8) Some people are able to prepare
1600 for a monument in memory of ery of the supreme court of the their own papers and drawings propGenesee county soldiery
District of Columbia,Richard A. Mont- erly; but those who are not consult a
The next annual meeting of the gomery and Russell G P. Ostrander, lawyer and employ a draughtsman.
state A. P. A. council will be held in of this city, counsel for the state, Patent lawyers’ charges vary accord-

State Officials.

Meat Market.

City

Wm. Van

THE SEASON,

CHOICE

3VEEA.TS

of

Saginaw in March, 1895.
The sum of $2,000 has been sent by
the Calumet Relief society to the
Gogebic mine sufferers.
John Dreggeraanwas sentenced, at
Charlevoix, to fifteen days in jail for
1

killing deer out of season.

Tucker, who died recently
to the Presbyterian home mission board.
Ed Lowther, of Cadillac, was found
dead in a lumber camp. A blood vessel
had burst as the result of an old injury.
Bacon Bros’ livery barn at Boyne
City burned Friday night Eight horses
were cremated. It started from an ofDr. C. S.

at Cold water, left |!6,500

and are

ironclad

in every re-

The Best in the Market.

Oor. Eighth and Pish St.

ing to the importanceof the case; hut

spect They were made to cover they seldom ask less than $20 or $30,
all phases of the case, blanks being and sometimes more, besides the cost
left for the insertion of the names of of the drawings.
the persons indicted. The indictments
(4) If an inventor is afraid that some
found are authoritativelyreported to one will'stcalhis idea before he can
be as follows:
put it in shape, ho can protect himself
Most of the persons against whom in- in two ways. First, he can make out
dictments were voted were notified by a paper called a ‘‘caveat,’’ and send to
their counsel Friday night* and five of the commissioner of patents. This
them-8tateTreasurer Hamhitzer, Land document briefly describes his invenCommissionerBerry, Attorney General tion, and declares that he has not yet
Ellis, Sergeant-at-Arms Bussey and perfected it. It will be good for a
Frank A. Potter— went to Mason Sat- year, if no one else has got ahead of

New

urday morning, accompanied

by him; and it may be renewed for anfriends, who were prepared to become other year. The caveat is described
suretieson their bonds.
on pages 52 and 58 of ‘‘Rules of PracMISSIONARY WORKERS.
fice stove.
First— An Indictment charging Attorney Gen- tice,” and a specimen caveat is given
It
is
estimated
that
more
than
$500,A Great Convention of HtudenU In Seailon
eral AdolphusA. Ellis with forgery In oonneo- further along in that publication.A
000 worth of ice has been contracted lion with the Gogebic county return.
at Detroit.
fee of ?10 must he paid to Uncle Sam
Detroit, March 1.— About 1,200 dele- for in northern Michigan to be shipped Second—An indictmentagainst SecreUryof for each year a caveat is in force. An.State
John
W.
Jochlm,
State
Treasurer
Joseph
gates are attending the missionary to Ohio and Indiana.
F. Hamhitzer and Land CommissionerJohn Q. other way to guard one’s rights is to
Grand Rapids Sunday schools will Berry for making false public record of the tell a trusty friend about the exconvention of the InternationalStudent Volunteer movement for foreign unite in a great demonstrationJune 16. vote cast for the constitutionalamendment of act nature of the proposed invention,
iBea
fields which is being held here this It is estimated that the parade will inand have that friend make a record of
Third— An indictmentfor the last-named
clude
25,000
scholars.
week. About 300 of the 500 colleges of
offense against Clerks Frank A. Potter and the date, so that, if necessary, he can
After being frozen in the ice for sev- George B. Warren, who did the clerical work swear to it, and thus prove priority of
the United States and Canada are
represented.Representatives from Ox- eral days near Benton Harbor the on the canvass.
invention if some one else wrongfully
ford and Edinburghuniversitieswill steamers Chicora and Read were reFourth—An Indictment for conspiracy In con- claims the credit. This plan is as good
nection
with
the
frauds
of
1693
against
Ellis,
cently towed ashore by a tng.
"be here.
Jochlm, Hamhitzer,Berry, Potter, Warren, as the other.
This couveutiou will also be the
Claim is made by Stonewall J. De- ex-Clerk Marcus Peterson, ef the board of state
(5) Some inventors take the precaurallying ground of returned mission- france, the allegedforger, that his wife auditors; County Clerk William May, of Da- tion to have an expert in Washington
aries from India, Burmab, Llos, China, la the daughter of Carl von Bergman, trolt; Sergeant-at-ArmsGeorge H. Bussey, search the patent office files to difr;
Corea, Japan, Persia, Syria, Turkey, of Toronto, who recently died worth and Bill Clerk James G. Clark, of the senate. cover whether anybody has already
Fifth— An Informationcharging Ellis and
eouthernEurope, Central Africa, North $200,000.
May with the destruction of Wtyne county patented his idea. Such experts can
Africa, South Africa, West Africa,South
E. W. Bliss & Co., real estate dealers records while they were in the custody of May he hired for between $2 and $5.
America, Mexico and the Pacl.ficislands. at Grand Rapids, have begun the pub- in this dtv.
(6) If a person cannot easily raise
President Mott defines tke move- lication of the Real Estate Journal It
Attorney General Ellis was ar- the money to pay the government and
ment as a recruiting agepcy for is devoted to news of interestto real raigned on three indictmentsfor forg- his attorney, he can sometimes sell a
the missionary boards of the estate agents and all property owners. ery, conspiracy and destroying the quarter or a half of his right to a manchnrchss, an organization that touches William Mills, of Muir, pleaded guilty Wayne county record* He waived the ufacturer or other person for enough
all classesof colleges and does not con- to shooting his wife eighteenmonths reading of the Indictments, as did all to cover the necessary outlay. In
fine its influence alone to the theologi- ago. Mrs. Mills haa recovered, and her of the others save Potter, who pleaded order to perfect the invention, some
cal seminaries The colleges for wom- amiable husband has been sentenced to not gailty. In each case where the ac- •xpense for materialand experiment
en are to be represented, notably Well- four years in the reformatoryat Ionia. cused refused to plead a plea of not is often incurred;and this, perhaps,
esley, Vassar, Mount Holyoke, Bryn
Muskegon county democrats will guilty was entered by the court State can he met in the same way. If no
'Mawr and Smith. Chicago alone is meet in convention on Thursday, Treasurer Hamhitzer and Land Com- lawyer or manufacturer Is willing to
tending 150 delegates. New York March 1, to nominate three candidates missioner Berry were arraigned on in- advance a cent for this purpose, the
sends forty and Toronto the same for road commissioners,to serve one, dictments for felony in making a false inventor may well doubt the value of
number.
two and three years, as providedby public record, conspiracyand willful his idea. Money is often wasted by
The organizationdates back to 1866. the county system law.
neglect of duty. Ex-Clerks Potter and patenting a worthless article.
In that year students from a large
Warren answered to indictments chargTOTAL REFLECTION.
nnmber of universities in the eastern FOLLOWED HER TO THE GRAVE. ing the making of a false public record
states met at Mount Herman college,
and
corspiracy,
and
Seargeant-at-Arms
An IntnrratlnfFrench Experiment Which
An Epilepticat Menominee Couldn't Live
Mount Herman, Masa, to confer on
Bussey to a charge of conspiracy.
In of PracticalIJao.
Without His Mother.
plans for promoting missionary work
Bail was fixed as follows:
Romantic hoys and girls are often
Menominee, Feb. 28.— Robert StephIn foreign countries.The conference
enson, son of the late Mrs. Hannah Ellis, for forging,B.000; Ellis snd May, for wont to write tender missives to each
lasted several days and before it ad.Stephenson, whose fnneral was held on destroying the Wsyne county records, 11,000; other, sometimes in cipher and somejourned over 100 of the students presSunday last, died Monday afternoon. Potter snd Warren, for making a false public times with the letters formed backM,000; esoh of the persons charged with
ent made open declarations of their deward. The simplestway of reading
The young man had since his record,
conspiracy, 11.000; Jochlm. Hambltser and
terminationto devote their lives to
birth been afflictedwith epileptic fits Berry, for making a false publio record. 16,000; the latter is by holding it in front of
evangelizingthe foreign world where
or spasms, and when he felt one com- Jochlm, Hambltserand Berry, willful neglect, the looking glass and reading the reChristianitydoes not prevail
11.000.
flection.
ing on if he were near his mother at
Ellis’ bonds were signed by George
The Science Amusant tells of a more
the
time
he
would
always
run
to
her
MERRIMAN’S WILL SUSTAINED.
and clasp her, seemingly for comfort W. Webber, A. F. Kelsey, Frank A. novel and amusing way to accomplish
A Contest Decease of Extra Family Beand protection. Two weeks ago he Session and Josiah E. Jost, of Ionia; 8. the same thing. It is as follows: "TJI
quests Defeated In Court.
Fill a glass with water and hold it
had an unusuallysevere attack, which W. Webber, of Lyons, andN. B. Hayes
Jack sox, Feb. 27.— One of the most
caused him to rush impetuouslyto his and Channcey J. Rnmsey as sureties. above the eyes. Place the paper in
important will contests ever tried in mother. Although used to these dem- Treasurer Hamhitzer’sbonds were
Michigan came to an end in the circuit onstrations, Mrs. Stephenson was so signed by Mayor A. O. Bementand
court Saturdaywhen the jury returned
suddenly startled that she ruptured a James B. Judaou, of Lansing. Commisa verdict sustaining the will Howard
blood vessel in the region of the heart, sioner Berry’s suretiesin the same sum
L. Merriraan died a year ago, bequeathare James D. Berry, his son, Alexander
which finally caused her death.
ing property estimated at 180,000, with
Cameron, Wyatt B. Brown and
a prospect of a future addition on the
DOUBLE TRAGEDY.
A. M. Dohhelaire, of Lansing, and
death of his grandmother of something
A Farmer Attempts Wife Murder and Henry L. Henderson, of Mason.
like $200,000, to friends outside of his
Potter gave two bonds, with Lester
Commlta Suicide.
family. His father, Dwight Merrimani
Kalamazoo. Feb 22. — Frederick 8. Hudson and Alexander Blair,
contested the will on the ground of
of Lansing, as sureties. Warren’ssureWestfall quarreled with his wife at
undue influence and mental incompetr
Hager and slashed her face and arms ties are his father, W. G. Warren, and
ency.
Horace Wilcox, of Charlotte. James
with a knife. Believing he had killed
B. Judson and Washington G. Wiley,
Fire at East Jordan.
her he fired the house. He then cut
East Jordan, Feb. 25.— Shortly after his throat, and ended the job by hang- of Lansing, signed the bond required of

jured.

_

Five Generations Were Represented.

Kalamazoo, Feb.

27.—

A

remark-

ing himself. The bodies were found by
neighbors and the woman may live.
Fears for tha Feach Crop.

Grand

Rapids, Feb. 27.— Advices
from the peach belt state the cold
weather has injured the buds to a great

extent

Fennville. Allegan county, reports the buds have been frozen and
the chances for a big crop have been
lessened. Grand Haven growers are
nervous, and report the buds seriously
injured. Benton Harbor growers are
divided in opinion, hot grave fear* are
entertainedfor a full crop. Shelby

the

advices state

Oceanica county

able company, in that it represented
orchardshave not been seriouslyinfive generations, celebrated the 86th
jured thus far.
birthday of Justin Hallsted at his home
Furniture FinishersStrike.
in Cooper township Monday. Mr.
Benton Harbor, Feb. 28.— Eighteen
Hallsted came here in 1886. He and
his wife recently celebrated their sixty- finishers employed in the Spencer,
third marriage anniversary.They Barnes & Stuart furniture factory quit
have six children,twenty-threegrand- work Tuesday morning because the
children, ten great-grandchildren
and firm refused their demand for an adjustment of wages. It is expected that
two great-great-grandchildren.
the balance of workmen, about 125 in
Maloonkssper Mast Sapport Her.
number, will join the strikers.
Detroit, Feb. 27.— Alice G Siler was
PresidentHughxrt Resigns.
given a verdict of $1,100 bv a jury Monday against Oscar Westfall, a saloon- Grand Rapids, Feb. 23.— William O.

husband Hughart, president of the Grand

keeper, who sold liquor to her
after she had told him not to do so. Rapids A Indiana railroad ainoe 1872,
While drank Siler shot a negro and was has tendered his resignationon acsentenced to Jackson penitentiary for count of ill-health. It is understood
tlx years. The suit was brought to re- that First Vice-President W. R. Shelby
cover damages for the loss of support will be chosen to succeed him.
to the wife.

Broke His Neck.

BUI Howard Killed.
Detroit, Feb. 24.— While a nnmber
Indianapolis,Ind., Feb. 24. — The of small boys were playing on the runrobber shot and killed here by Dr. ning track of the Athletic Association
Abbett Wednesday night proves to be a gymnasium, one of them, little Hubert
BUI Howard; of Chicago, bat who es- Balnford, son of Frederick fiamford,
caped from the Jackson (Mich.) peni- fell to the floor below .and broke his
tentiary February 8. He waa serving a

neck.

ten-year sentence for

burglary, v

*

•

_

Bussey.

Lanslng, Feb. 27.— The last of the
persons indicted for complicity in the
amendment Nrauds were arraignedat
Mason Monday. Secretaryof State
Jochlm gave bonds in the sum of $7,000,
with A. (X Bement and G. W. Bement,
of this city, as sureties. County
Clerk William May, of Detroit, gave
$2,000 bail His bondsmen are Patrick
Blake and Louis Sevelgne,of Detroit.
Marcos Peterson »and James G.o Clarke
each gave 11,000 bail. Peterson's sureties are Jacob Stahl and James M. Skinner, of Lansing. Frank Houp and
Adolph Boden signed Clarke’s bond.
All of the accused refused to plead and
pleas of not guilty were entered by order of the court
On March 6 the governor’s right to
remove the membera of the canvassing
board for gross neglect of duty will be
argued in the supreme court, and a de-

Crop for 1894.

Our collectionas usual imbraccsevery artivalue known. Send for Illustrated Catalogue Mailed Free. Our seeds are used In twenty-aix
States and a large part of Canada.
cle of

ALFRED

J.

BROWN

24 and 26

CO, Growers and Merchants.

N. Division St.,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

The Inter Ocean
-

IS

THE-

MOST POPULAR REPUBLICAN NEWSPAPER OF TEE WEST

HKS THE LARGEST CIRCULATION.

TERMS SY

MAIL-

DAILY (without Sunday),$0.00 per year. DAILY

(with Sunday), $8.00

Mr

year.

The Weekly Inter Ocean, per year, $1.00
A* a newapaperTHE INTER OCEAN ktepa ibreaat of tb* tim«a la
h aparca neither paina nor txpenae in aacurlngALL THE NEWS AND

all raaptets.

THE BEST

OF CURRENT LITERATURE.

The Weekly Inter Ocean
la edited aapeciallyfor thoae who, on account of mail eerviceor any other rtaeos, do
not taka a dally paper. In ita columna are to be found the week'a newa of all the

world condenaedand the cream of the literaryfaaturaeof the Dally.

AS A FAMILY PAPER IT EXCELS

A Supplement,

Illustrated, In Colora,

EIGHT ADDITIONAL PAQE8, making In all SIXTEEN PAGES. Thla Supplement, containingBIX PAGES OP READING MATTER and TWO FULL- PAGE
ILLUSTRATIONS, la alone worth the price chargedlor the paper.
THE INTER OCEAN 18 PUBLISHED IN CHICAGO, the newa and commas
of

dal center of all weat of tha Allegheny Mountalne,and it batter adapted to tbo
naeda of the people of that eectlonthan any paper farther Eaat.
It la In accord with the people of the Weet both in Polities snd Utoratoro.
Please remember that the price '•f The Weekly Inter Ocean 1$

ONLY ONE

DOLLAR PER YEAR.

By special arrangementwith the Publisher of The Inter
Ocean we are able

to offer

AND

THE WEEKLY INTER OCEAN BOTH
> ONE-,
THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS
YEAR

A

midnight Saturday fire started in the
Odd Fellows' hall, where the Lady
Maccabees had been holding a meeting.
Tsaman’s two stores with contents
were completely destroyed. The loss
is $10,000. Loss on buildings owned by
the East Jordan Lumber company is
$4,000. Maccabees, odd fellows and
Knights of Pythias lose all their lodge
paraphernalia The town was saved
with difficulty.W. H. Healey, a hardware merchant, was dangerously in-

der Veere.

)

)

FOR THE SUM OF

one

dollar

r
YY
1 TT

lyr^vw-w
IX •
1

1

MtHive

and

tents-

the time to subscribe for these two napers. The two
will furnish you the best assortment or reading matter
during the winter evenings.
Is

TRY IT FOR ONE YEAR.
TOTAL REFLECTION.
the water so that the tops of the letter*
wiU be turned down, and apply to the
opposite side of the glass. Look now
at the interior horizontal surface of
the water and von will see, just above
the edge of the paper, the inverted
image of paper and words, with the
letters right aide up. This curious phenomenon is owing to what is called
total reflection. The rays emitted by
the inscription are reflectedon the inferior horizontal surface of the water
and Impress the eye like rays reflected
by a mirror. If yon place the eye too
low the image will disappear, for the
incidenceof the rays of light having
diminished the eye will then see objects placed above the level of the

Subscriptions received at the News office.
This oiler is open to all readers of the News, that pay in advance.

1894.
To

the

RESORT!

Farmers!

Be sure and look well this Benson to yonr own
buying your Hay IxiederBand other
funning tools.
1 keep at pres-nt tbo Rook Island Hake and
Hay Loader combined, which Is far ahead of anything yet offered In this vicinity.It boK already
been tested, to the bent satisfaction,
by one of
our largest farmers In Fillmore.Kluas Dykhnls.
He prefersIt far above tbe Keystone.
Also something new in the Hay unloading line,
with which you can unload your grain as well as
your hay.
The AmericanCultivatorand Seeder and Bean
cision is expected not later than March
Poller Combined. Will pull from 6 to 10 acres
Power of Electric Search Light*.
15.
in one day.
American Disk Harrow and Pulverizer.
Probably not one person among a The
Anotner life-sizedsensatioi< has deAlso the North Moleter Spring Tooth Harrow,
veloped in connected with the official hundred has even an approximatecon- all steel. No loading np of dirt.
TMfe Five-tooth Cultivator,
all steel.
actions of Secretary of State Joachim, ception of the Ulnminatlng power of
Land Rollers, Plows, Hay Bakes, Double Shovthe great
electric el and ThreaBbovelCultivators,Hay Forks and
Treasurer Hamhitzer and Land Com- one

water.

of

_

modern

missioner Berry. An .examination of the search lights, and it is only vagnely
books of the board of state auditors,of understoodthat It most be something
which they are the members, shows enormous. As a matter of fact, with
that they have been making illegal the projecting reflectorsIn use, which
charges and allowing their own bill* serve u multiplyingfactors for the
therefor ever since they were inducted actual candle power of the electric
arc, the Ulnminatlng capacityof the
into office.
The entire expense of the nineteen beams issuing from one of the large
days’ session of the grand jury will modern search light* has been placed
be not far from $8,800. A total of sixty- at the equivalentof something over
three witnesseshave been examined 200,000,000candles. Just what this
and their fees and mile&gs foots means is not easily realized,though a
tip about $800.
per . diem popular measure of the lighting power
and mileage of jorors amounts Li afforded by the statement that,
to $900, the sheriff'sfees will under favorable atmospheric condireach $100, and the telephone tions, one of these large lights can be

The

Six Buildings Burned.

and telegraphMils and rent of jury seen nearly a hundred mUee away,
- KUled by a FailingTra*
Charlevoix, Feb. 24. -Fire at East room will aggregateISOOl In addition and wUl illuminateobjeote at a disHolland, Feb. 27.
Lucas Boer- Jordan Friday night destroyed six to the above items will be the fees of tance of almost twenty miles with sufriohter was instantly killed while cnt- building* with a loaa of $90,000. No in- counsel, which will he about $1,000. The ficient clearness to make their examting wood near here. A fatting tret surance. The mercury waa 18 degrees entire expense will be borne by the ination possible with the aid of a field
below at the time of the fire.
track him.
state.

-

A

Interest*, In

Hay

Attachments.

_

D

Forty-

adjoining

Acre Tract

the

well-

known and favorably
located Resort

knowu

as
Harrington’s landing

,

also keep on hand a full line of Buggies,Road
and Farm Wagons, and Carte.
Particularattentionis called to my new Patent Double Truss Brace, which I now put on all
my wagone, and of which I am the sole propietor
for this City. This is the only true trust brace
mede. No extra charge.Upon short noticeI fill
every order in the Wagon and Blacksmithline.
Carriage and Wagon Painting done In the most
satisfactory
manner. .
At Wholesale and Retail- a fnU line of Iron
And Htool
l buy aft kinds of Fare, and keep a foil line of
I

Is offered for sale at
a bargain.

If desired, eighty
acres can be had.

tn

^itte

above goods I will seU at close margin,
for Cash, or good Bankable pjper.
• Thankingyon tor vour past patronage I solicit
your foitbertrade duripg censning season.

J. Flieman.
^Warehouse and Shop on
River Street, Holland, Miclf.

Inquireof

E. J. Harrington,

m
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The Michigan fish commlBsionere Simon LievenBftfcas taken the con- selvesamtijartewaTded,
forit mUStbe
have planted 6,000 brook trout In tractfor placing itf position the boilera admitted that the exercises were of a
and imoke stack of the new furniture high order-the best Junior exhibition
Manlius creek.
•

• *
factory. ne
laciory.
He commenceu
commenced to-day
vo-uiiy bdq
and evqr jflvgtyt The class history and
A new drug store will be opened atjeipect8t0 hBVe
worlj
prophesy excelled. Not only were they
SATURDAY. MARCH 3, 1894. an early day by C. De Free, in the jn about ten days.
entertaining in character, but in dio
Venema store, Eighth street.
tion and delivery they were produc. The Mutual Life insurance Comtions of a high order. Taking the
0. R. Press: The sea gulls were
hovering over the river above Pearl
street and their white spreading wings
The cold spell Is broken.
We never refuse news items. Bring and graceful movements in the air being one of the most succeesfnl ln 8 1 Franklin whleh had been adopted a
and water were much admired. The business Tlew that th.
them in early and often.
gulls apparentlystrayed in from Lake has ever experienced. Statement lB ! doom are never shut.” The class numThe “pedro club” will hold its last Michigan. It is rarely they are seen
here ten:
published in another column.
business session for the season this here.
Miss Lu Van Raalte, Holland,Mich.
(Friday) evening at the home of Mr.
Henry
M. Bruins, Alto, Wis. George
Personal Mention. The “Rights of Woman” in the seand Mrs. R. Steketee,when it is reO. Dangermond, Holland, Minn. Harm
President G. J. Kolien was in Chicaection of those brands of flour that
ported arrangements will be made for
Dykhuizen, Grand Rapids, Mich.
have an established reputation for ab- go this week.
John J. Heeren, Orange City la. Bena closing banquet.
solute purity and uniform excellence
Allie Van Raalte was in Grand fyi- jamin Hoffman, Overlsel,Mich. John
A broken rail at Mill Grove cause< and reliability, is maintained in an in- ven Tuesday.
J, Merecn, Marlon, N. Y. John W.
the derailment Thursday of severe controvertible argument by the WalshMrs. Geo. P. Hummer was in Grand Te Selle. Holland, Neb. Frederic Van
care of a coal train from Allegan to this De Roo Milling Co. See another colRapids Saturday.
Anrooy, Graafschap,Mich. John Van
station. The wreck interfered with umn.
de Erve, Hein, S. D.
Dr.
E.
De
Spelder
of
Drenthe
wafi'ln
the regular train, so that passengers
In last week’s correspondencefrom the city, Saturday. - V»'
PROGRAM.
had to be transferred at that point.
Graafschap it was stated that the
InvootUo*-**.
0. J. KoUen.
Aid. Sohoon devoted the week to a
/Monday evening Rev. Van Goorwil Elenbaas farm was sold for 1800 more
Welcome— H. D jkhalMD,oIhm Preeldeni
business trip north, .v;"
^
Music— To the Bnreet, Quartette.
/deliver a lecture in Rev. Van Route’s than was expected, and that this in
Oration— BJotfrapby,G. O. Dangermond.
Arthur
Clavell
is spending the weok
/ church, in the Holland language, un- crease was brought about by bids’ from
Claes Hietarj,La Van Raalte.
with
friends
at
(}{gpcl
Rapids.
r
[ der the auspicesof “Patrimonium.” “Interested parties."In explanation
M ubIo— Our Ben tor*— Quartette .
He will treat from an evangelic stand- it should be stated that this was no C. M. Steffenfete in AttendtoM at Oration— b^ueoee, J. Van de Erve.
PreeefltattaQ
of Rook. F. Van Anrooy.
\ point some of the economic problems reflectionupon any one, or that it was the Detroit miss^pary convention. ,

0. IMAf

SCHELVEN,

Editor.

M

C

comp^

Job Printing.

ADDITIONAL LOCAL.

Company

T

.

Vjof the day.

done in an underhanded way.

J. Snltzler of

Grand Rapids

Ginas Prophecy,
regis-

tered at the City Hotel; Thursday.
The autlon sale atL. P. Husen’s are
A quarterly meeting will be held in
largely attended, and goods are being the W. M. church at Ventura, March
Capt. John De Young of Grand Hadisposed of in great quantities. These 17 and 18,
ven
visited with A. Meyer last week.
L. Bush officiating.

Rev.

sales will close positively on Saturday

The sermon

o

II

.

Taney

or Plain, Quick and Neat.

Book Printing.
f

M. Bruins.

0^,-1 Airly Beacon. Kevin.
b0K> I Tima'S Garden, A doring Thomas.
Mias Gertrude Ahott.

Mulder Brothers,

The

quartette was composed of
Messrs. Te Selle. Dykhuizen, Hoffman
and Heeren. The presentationof a
book, by Mr. Van Anrooy, was a volume of ‘“Tidy’s Handbook of Chemistry,” and intended as a mark of appreciationon the part of the class, of
the increased interest manifested by
the Council in the teaching of the
“sciences,” and also of the instruction
given therein by the gentleman in

will be preached on SunMrs. J. Konlng returned from a visevening.On Monday J. H. Raven wi day, the 17th, at 10:80 a. m., on the t to her sons at Saugatuck,Tuesday.
open up as the successorof Mr. Hu- topic of “The signs of the times.” In
H. P. Scott attended the banquet of
sen, at the old stand.
the afternoonthere will be preaching the Michigan Club at Detroit, Friday.
VAN DER VEEN BLOCK,
/ Talk about a red-hot tariff cam- at the Smith school house. A cordial D. Bertsch and B. L. Scott have reinvitation
is
extended
to
all.
j paign— they will have one in Ohio, in
turned from their trip to the Pacific
the district represented by the late
The Walsh- De Roo Milling Co slope.
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN.
Mr. Houk. Messrs. Reed, McKinley, placed an order this week for an enJohn Van der Veen has returned
Sherman and Foraker will stump it gine of 250-horae power with the Hardfrom a pleasure trip to Muskegon and
for the Republican nominee, and berg Manufacturing Co. of Milwaukee.
charge, Prof. D. B. Yntema.
Grand Haven.
Bourke Cockran of New York and Mr. This machine will contain all the latest
Misses Anna and Jennie BottJ6 of For the Holland City Naira.
Wilson, author of the new tariff bil
improvements in engineering practice
For Road Improvement.
Grand
Haven visited friends in this
\ appear on the other side.
towards* securinglthe highest efficiency
city this week*
The meeting held pursuant to call
Emperor William of Germany, in a and economy, and is known as the
last Saturday at the town line for the
Mr.
and
Mrs.W.
Garrod
of
Allegan
speacb at a recent banquet, avowed Hardberg tandem compound poppett
mprovement of the highway leading
were the guests of their sister, Mrs. J. o Holland City was well attended.
that he had been placed by God at the valve condencing engine.
C. Post, Sunday.
Mr. G. Rooks, the highway commis- 847.
1894.
poet of emperor and king; that he held
The following is the first fish story
Daniel Kruidenier of Grand Rapids sioner of Holland township,and Mr.
himself responsible to God alone for of the season: A monstrous pickere
Frank Wallace,commissionerof Olive
whatever he did; and that this sole has been seen a number of times in a visited old friends, and relatives, in township were present. After a long
discussion about the needs of the
responsibility was always borne in small pond near Wilderville, Calhoun the city Thursday.
road by advocates of the range line
C. L. Streng of Montague expects to
mind by him.— It is well enough to county. Recently two gentlemen efand the old Grand Haven road a vote
watch those chape that ignore any or fected the capture after a hard and be here to assist at the reception and was taken, There were 13 in favor of
all responsibility to their fellow- men. exciting struggle. He was caught linen sale Tuesday afternoon.
o
the old road and 9 for the rauge road.
The next point was how best to avoid
J.
B.
Mulder
was
in
Chicago
this
The party of southern tourists tha through the ice, and drew one of his
the JeropiRvaod Decker hills, and it
for
winter’s
at
prices
left here on the 12th Inst., returnee- captors into the water before he could week, in the interest of the Qrondwet was suggestedto buy the right of way
around thos6 hills. A committee was
home Saturday,having greatly enjoy belauded. He weighed thirty-three book publishing business.
tbs* Appointed consistingof Frank
and one quarter pounds, and has been
Miss Effie Doornink of1 Grand’ Raped their two weeks’ travels and sigh
re offering
close
Wallace, Christian J. Cook and John
hunted
by
fishermen
since
1889,
over
ids is enjoyinga two yreek’s.vlsit
with Anxs, frith Mr. Rooks added, to meet
seeing. They traversed the states of
Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Tennessee four years.
her sister, Mrs.
Doaksr.
at the same place on Thursday. March
for our large
and inspect the best and cheapest out
Mississippi and Alabama, making in
James and Alfred Huntley and lilt,
Rev. Henry N. Cobb, D. D., secre
wa$. Aa make the contemplated 1mall a circuit of about 4,000 miles. At tary of the board of foreign missions David and Charles Blqm took the train
pinM}9j9£tifc, The committee will then
ot spring
to
New Orleans they sojournedfour days, of the Reformed Church now in attend- for Grand RapidiTtiurwfaf morning. can a meet!
and throughout their travels they re- ance at the “Students’ Volunteer MisRev. J. Van Houte was in Chicago _ 211 4. *
will report.
port
an unlimited hospitality
from the
it at these prices:
---------------- --------- 8ion Convention” at Detroit, will visit Sunday, attending the dedication of a
Considerable
talk is had now about
ildera
“Elks." As souvernire of their trip thlg place
Mri?e here on Wednesnew church there. Bty pulpit was uniting the two fractionaltowns of
AvhiKtt an
on aggregation
orrrvrftfFtif
inn
___
____ __
they have on exhibit
day of next week. In the evening of supplied by Rev. Dr. siefMw.^. ? floHfitfffAnd Olive townships and or^
Stoves.
Coal Stoves.
ganlzethem into a jew township,
of alligatorsand parrots, and a fine that day he'will deliver an address on
PrincipalF. Haddock of the high itisalmoetImpossible for the fraction$15.00 wood Stoves for $12.50
$35.00 Coal Stoves for $31.00
collection of views.
the subject of foreign missions, in the
school had the pleasure of receivinga al towns at present to get any recogii
H
19.00 “
It was within the boundaries of the riret Ref. church. The Doctor has visit from his mother for a few days nition as regards improvements. 34.00 “
“ 30.50
16.50
The
square
towns
have
got
all
their
eommonwealth of Pennsylvaniathat ately returned from a visit to the this week. Her home is in Michigan . r ----------- . whlje the fracuong
it
U
13.00 “
11.00
“ 21.50
25.00 “
liBprovemeute'iwhile the
the liberty bell rung out the first several mission fields of the denomina- City.
are conymuwy left in the same old
•i
It
“ 15.00
12.00 “
10.00
19.00 “
tones proclaimingthe independenceof tion in India, China and Japan, and
Austin Harrington attended the
ils address is expected to be an ina
ll
the thirteencolonies;it was within
8.50 “
6.50
6.60
8.50 “
state court the I. 'O: F. at Ow- For »ii*Holl*iiff City N*ws
her borders that the great battle of teresting one.
osso, and G. M. Dehn the, state
The committee on road ImproveGettysburgwas fought, decisive of
The Troy (N. Y.) Record has the fo conventionof the A. 0. U. W. at Bay ment met at the house of E. Grootes
E.
Hardware, Holland, Mich.
m rebellion based upon an antagonism
on the townline,on Thursday of this
owing favorable notice in regard to City, this week.
week,
and
personally
examined
the
to free labor, and it has again been re“Side tracked,”which is billed for
Mrs. Bright, mother of Mrs. John different highways and distances with
served to the Keystone state, byan un'elephone No. 5.
this city, Wednesday, March 7:
Oggel, who has been visitinghere this a view of accomplishing the greatest
precedented plurality of 190,000 votes
good
to
the
greatest
number
of those
“Side tracked,” a drama of realism, winter, left Friday morning for Grand
to deal the Wilson bill a blow under
that have to do the heaviest hauling
appeared at Jacobs’ and with its many Rapids, where she will remain for the to market They will present their
which it is still staggering. We are all
exciting climaxes won the favor of present with a daughter who is ill.
views to a meeting to be held at the
proud of Pennsylvania.
Smith
school house (No. 7) on Saturthe very large audience present. The
Mrs. Wm. Swift and Miss May Rerday evening, March 17, and let the
The latest reiorts from Washington mechanical features were particularly
shner left Thursday of last week for people declae upon the matter. The
deci
are the subject of much discussion and difference of opinin regard to the prospects of the river well applauded.Mr. Jule Walters, as
Muskegon, the latter returning home overseers
of Holland
and Olive
townrerscerso.
----------------and harbor bill are that the committee Horatio Xerxes Booth, won the hearts
Saturday,while Mrs. Swift continued ships will he present at the meeting. ion among the thinking people of the age Jrat all concede
may report the bill the first week in ^f everyone present. As a pleasing her trip north to Shelby, visiting The committee after due considera her right to. be supplied with good flour "and are agreed
tion are inclined to recommend to
March, and that it will not exceed in constrasts to all this excitement a
friends and relatives.
keep the Grand Haven road to the that no better flours are made than our “SunUqht" and
amount $8,000,000,or less than one* number of new specialties were infoot of the O’Brien hill and cut it
fifth of- the recommendations of the troduced in the third act.
College Items.
down around the north side to the “Daisy” brands.
For many years they have stood the most severe and disengineers. It is even reported by
The February number of The An- section line road, thence east to the
members of the committee that secre- The last and best entertainment of chor is out and is an exceedingly inter- range line (15) and to the Grand Hav- criminatingtests and have establisheda reputation for aben road.
te y of war Lament had suggested to tbeY. M. C. A. lecture course was esting number. From its columns deLet all turn out to the meeting and solute purity, and uniform excellence and reliability. Every
democratic memters of the committee given Thursday evening at the Ly- voted to College news, wo gather express their views, so the public may
grocer and flour dealer sells them.
the advisability of making no appro- ceum Opera Hall, and a full house the following:
know what is wanted and what we intend to do for the improvement of the
priations for this year at all, as the had gathered there to greet the ladies
The Seniors speak very highly of the
* * fi towns.
Milling Co.,
roads in the fractional
moneys now in hand could be utilized of the Grand Haven Quartette,who change made in: the curriculum In
y/sy F. Wallace,
on the important works and that as had kindly consentedto aid the asso- Political Economy, and the presence
G. Rooks,
Boiler
Holland,
to the others there could be a suspen- ciation in its laudable work. The of the Hon. G. J. Diekema upon the
C.J.COOK,
J. Anys,
sion without any serious damage re- quartette is composed of Mesdames chapel platform is regarded as necesCommittee.
ij is
sulting. The committee did not think A. Van der Veen, L. J. Koster, S. H. sary as that of the dthtt members of
itbest to go to this extent in the pol- Boyce and N* G. Squier, with Miss the faculty. He is succeeded by Mr.
Notice to Contractors.
I'* .W.rrW
R Icy of retrenchment, but resolvedto Maude E. Squier accompanist. As J. C. Post
Sealed bids will be receivedup to
recommend only such appropriations as will be seen from the program they
K. Diekema, P. Meyer and J. Te and including Tuesday, March 13, for
are necessary to continue work already were assisted by some of our home vo- Selle expect to attend the convention the erection of Prof. D. B. Yntema’s
under way, and to begin no new im calists and musicians, thereby render- of the Students’ Volunteer Movement; new residence, abeut U miles east of
provements of any kind. Congress- ing the whole a very satisfactory and to be held at Detroit,Feb. 28— Marcq the post office.
-OF
Plans can be seen at the office of
men and others who have appeared enjoyable affair. The selections were 4.
Ja’s Price, architect.
before the committee recently to ask of a popular character,and with the
D. L. Betten, ’90, has been chosen
for work on the waterwaysof their encores, which were enthusiastically one of the three speakers of the New
It RaTDoas loch for Yodstates have been told that the rule o demanded and very well chosen, our Brunswick Theological Seminary
no new appropriationshas been laic visiting quartette succeeded in pleas- Commencement.This brings to mind
Mr. Fred Miller, of Irving, 111, writes
down and would be adhered to, and ing all, reachingtheir climax in one the names of Vennema, Hulzenga and that he had a severe Kidney trouble
for many years, with severe nalns in
that all other items would be cut of the happiest “break-downs” that Fagg who were honored in the same
his back and also that his blander was
down to one-fifth asked, as the com ever fell to the lot of professional or way. No doubt, others might be men- affected. He tried many so called kidTO MAKE ROOM fOR THE
mittee Intendedto keep the total be- amateur. The program without the en- tioned. “Hope” has had no reason to ney cures but without auy good results. ®Abt)ut a year, ago he began use
low $8,000,000. The river and harbor cores was as follows:
be ashamed of her men.
of Electric Bitters and found relief at
bill of the last congress carried $21,154
Dr. Van Der Laan of Muskegon re- once. ElectricBitters is especially aj } r<i) flanta Luola—
(b)Tbe Night Hu aThonund Eye*.
218. No river and harbor bill was
dapted to cure of all Kidney and Liver
cently visitedthe ipstitutiop.
Quartette.
passed in the second session, but the
Graduating
classes
get
special
pri- trouble And often gives almost instant
2. Vioih Bolo-Selection. Mr. Breynao.
reliet One trial will prove our statesundry civil bill carried $14,000,000for S. Contralto Bolo-Tbe Old Canoe. -Boot.
ces'at Hopkins’ gallery.
ment.
Price only 50c. for large bottle.
the purpose. It is said by some memMra. Nellie G. Squier.
The annual catalogue of the insti- At Heher Walsh, Holland, and H. De
bers of the committeethat the total 4. "Coming Thro’ the Bye,M— Boot.
tution is in the hands of the printer, Kruif Zeeland, Mich.
Quartette.
of the bill will be about- $7,300,000,
and will be out in due time.
5. Barytone Bolo-Day Dream. -StrektM.
Our Stock is offered at prices which defy competition. ,
and that the smaller harbors will be
or seven years or more Mrs. W. D.
(Violin obligato)Mr. Nykerk.
• * * *
scaled down only about one-half, leav- 6. Rock-a-bya-2WdHfifler.
ler,
of
Quincy,
Ky.,
was
subject
Quartette
The Junior class of Hope college—
vere Stacks of cramp colic. M r.
iveye
ing some of the Michigan harbors as
the class of ’9&— gave its exhibition on
Morn, a druggist or that place,
follows: Grand Haven $23,000, Holland
Wednesday evening, in the chapel.
8. SopranoSolo -"My Little Love," Hawley.
nmended Chamberlain’sColic,
7,000, Ludington $7,600, Manistee $12,
Diarrhoea Remedy which
Mra. 8. H. Boyoe, The friends of the class and those, tak000, Muskegon $30,000,Pentwater $9, 0. ‘Tm a Pilgrim/' (wend) Martin.
iffeettifia permanent care, saving
ing delight In a literaryentertainment
&r much offering besides the trouble
Quartette.
000, St. Joseph,' 22,000, Saugatuck
of that sort filled tbd building, galler10. Duetto-IPoeeatoii,Cabuni.
id expense of pending for. a doctor,
*5,000, South Haven $11,000, White
Rch was often necessary. For sale
MiiafAloottand Mr. Nykerk. ies and all. The public at large was
Lake 17,000.
Holland, February 1, 1894.
well represented and all found them- by pebpr Wajsh, Holland,Mich.
11. 101 1 Folk* at Home," Boot. Quartette.
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IT

WILL PAY YOU

buy your Coal or W ood Heating Stoves

now

next

use,

them at.

Rev.

we

the

We must

them

because we need room

,

stock

and summer goods. You cannot

‘

-

a

•

•

i

'•

miss

^

i

Wood

“
“
“

“

“

VANDERVEEN,

Woman’s Rights

--

The Walsh-De Boo

Standard

SUiU.

Mills.

Mich.

*

Slaughter Sale
—

FURNITURE,
SPRING SEASON.

I

.

•

RINCK &

CO.

•

A-vaV
.

'

tri&'r

A,:

•
••

.

1

.•

•

;•

r:va
F&v
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"Our American Cousin”
Abroad.
Mr. H. D. Post has received another
from our friend R. E. Workman,
and we take pleasure In placing some
parts of It before the readers of the

letter

will be— brandy, cognac; port, or madelra? I have not been in one home
yet, but what I was hospitablyreceived. Inasmuch as I don’t drink, or
smoke(?), 1 have had a hard time of
it in disappointing them. Those good

!

1

What

News.

people do not know what to make of:
eye for business it. Everybody here drinks, ministers,
In his travels, and sees many things
school teachers, ladies-all do It; but
worth mentioning and remembering: I have failed to see one of them who

“Rein” has

is

a sharp

1

m

m

“I have

seen a great deal In
Pans, too much to mention in a letter.
The poor are great sufferers. To a
mechrnic $1.40 is big pay, and so is 80
cents to a common laborer. It is very

would get drunk. A teacher was tellme he had Just returned from giv-

ing

CAST0RIA

which
and twenty

ing a lesson in the country, for
he was paid one guilder,

cents additional for two drinks. Last

evening the minister and the

city

contact with the fathers called on me and I had a very
Thefe is pleasant time with them. I have
only one America, for either poor or been requested to give them a few adrich. The other day I met a gentle- dresses.
man from Des Moines, la. He was But speaking of rural life, you have
bom in England and came to the no idea with what little room people
States when 17 years old and had lived can get along here. Most of the labo>
there 30 years. He told me if he ever ng class occupy but one room to live
got back there and met an English- u. Ou the side of the room they have
man who would brag about his coun- junks in which they sleep. They
try, he would consider that man a have no bedsteads. I called on one
amusing

to

come

in

PitcWi prescription for Iniknts
and Children, It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor

differentclasses of people.

fool.

man who

In Rotterdam I was very

much

there. It

other Narcotic substance. It

He

Wind

cures Diarrhoea .and

me how

:

in Holland are

Watch

this

Space

"

Outori*

Is

Castoria.

an excellentmedicine for chil-

dren. Mothers have repeatedlytold me

“

of Its

D*. O.

Caitoria

a

Oeooon,

Lowell, Mere.

and use CaatorlaInvariousquack nostrums which are

interest of their children,

and althoughws only hare among our
medical supplies what fa known as regular

destroyingtheir loved ones, by foroingopium,
morphine, soothing syrup and other hurtful

There

DEALER IN

“ Our physiciansIn the children’sdepartTatat hare spoken highly of their experience in their outside practicewith Castoria,

when mothers wfll ootuider the real

stead of the

H. A. Aaom, X. D.,
Oxford St, Brooklyn, N. T.

Ill 8o.

OMtorta to the best remedy for childrenof
which I am acquainted. I hope the day to not

DE KRUIF,

H.

w®U adapted to chfldrenthat

ao

fa

recommend it as superiorto any preacriptioa
kaown to me.**
I

good effect upon their children."

far distant

OF-

:

Castoria.'

products, yet

Farm) Implements,

we are free to oonfere that the

merits of Castoria has won us to look with
faror upon ltM

Umm

Da.J.F. "

and he informed me
ahead of those |I have seen in France that inasmuch as his daughter had to
or Belgium. The second-class coaches leave the place (her husband having
railroads

Colic. Castoria relieves

toria is the Children’s Panacea-the Mother** Friend.
;> v...
hciJrtO

•gents down their throats,thereby sending

The

allays

and bowels, giving healthy and natural tieep. Gas*

them to premature grtves.”

all they kept in the stable.

Worms and

vomiting Sour Curd,

teething trouble* cures constipationand flatulency.
Castoria assimilates the food, regulate* the stomach

one.

a great

and Castor OU.
thirty yearn* use bj

Millions of Mothers. Castoria destroys
feverishness. > Castoria prevents

sight to see shipping all over the city, as their canals
run all through the plac* . It reminded me much of the branches of Chicago harbor. In my travels I must say
that Holland in many respects is more
like the States than any other coun- of a couuDdrum to you, as it is to these
try in Europe.
people when I tell them about the
An interesting thing is the old great things of America.
Dutch windmill. The other day I
Yesterday I walked out three miles
was shown one, “Dc Hope,” where in to the northern dyk to see a man who
addition to the mill proper the home was stopping at the inn there. The
of the miller, the stable for the horse old gentleman, the father of the lady
and the shed for the cart were all in who keeps the inn, had to show me
is

a harmless substitute

guaranty is

It Is Pleasant. Ita

he
had 18 stores which he supplied and
iad one man on the road. He carries
on the largest retail business in the
burgh and all he has is a store 18 feet
square and out of that he has an oifice
5 feet square, but has a warehouse for
ds goods. This is no doubt as much
told

is

for Paregoric,Drops, Southing Syrups,

runs a wholesale and retail

sur- grocery store.

prised at the volume of business done

CastorU if Dr. Samuel

far was the horse,

Auas Q

HospitalAn DisnorsAiT,

Smith, Pm.,

here are as good as the flrst-class coch- died two months ago) they had to disThe road bed is also in better pose of him, and the animal having

es there.

condition.

The

been 26 years with the family they die

of Groningen interestec

want to see him abused and so
me much, and has much the appear- they were going to butcher him and
The house committee on territories A severe rheumatic pain in the left
ance of an American city, excepting have some fine meat for their own lately reportedfavorablyon the ad- shoulder had troubled Mr. J. H. Lopmission to the United States of Okla- er, a well known druggist of Des Moi
its narrow streets and its streetcars. consumption.
nes, Iowa, for six months. At time
Here I visited the deaf and dumb in
The farmer here makes a great homa, with its two hundred And fifty the pain was so severe that he could
stitute, and was astonished to find deal of money out of his land, but in thousand population, and the proba- not lift anything. With all he could
that the dumb could be taught to order to do that he must put a great bilitiesare that the territorywill in dohe could not get rid of it until he
applied Chamberlain’sPain Balm. “I
speak. Having learned that I came dealof laborin it. A tenant pays as the near future become A state. '
only made thre* applications of it,”
_
——*4*
•from America they took special pains high as 125 guilders ($50) rent a year
On towboat on the Mleefadppi, in a ‘he says. ‘ and have since been free
to show me all through the institu- for one acre. Then he puts in labor
good stage of water, can take' from 8t from all pain.” He now recommends
tion and have the several classes re- to the value of 65 guilders, and still he
it to persons slmllarlyafflicted. It is
Louie to New Orleans a tow cerrying forjale bj ^eber Walsh, Holland
cite for me. They commenced>ith a clears 50 guilders out of that acre.
ten thousand tons of grain, a quantity Mlcb.
class of pupils that had only recently This is where they raise flax. They
that would require fifty train*: Of ten
come there. They could not do as make as high as 160 guilders out of the cars
nr,?. •Jiff
Holland 'City iftsw* $1.00
at bos ft
much as give the first sound. The flax of one acre-while in America
'
.• -..TV >-k
So mast forgeries of ancient books
teachers showed me their process, by most of this straw is burned, as it is
have been perpetrated that eoaw erifa*
taking hold of the child's tongue and raised for the seed, and the flax itself
have been led to euppoeq ,that the
pressing on its breast, thereby helping not used. Flax straw is worth $40
ancient writings we possess arc but
it to produce some sound or other. a ton in American money here.
Impostures.
, Then they took me to a next higher
As regards the laboring class 1 am
Tn superintendentof immigrvtiea,
class, that bad been there a little over free to say that the American labora year. Though it was still necessary er would not and could not live as they through the secretary of the tMoaury,
for the teacher to take hold of the do here. Let me give you what they reports that during the last-fiscal year
city

not

_

_

i

_

each.
- -- -

»

r

;

1

-

-

.

LYCEUM

marked improve- make a -whole year, and I will name
ment; they had so far improved that the highest figure too. There are more
tongue, there was a

there arrived at oUr ports 440,798
grants.

immi-

words. The that get less than 300 guilders a year The number of unemployedin Chiteacher would pronounce the words to than more, and then he boards him- cago is stated at 117,000, and-the llljthem and the pupils, most of the self. This is equal to $120 American nois charities and correction committime, could tell by the motion of his money, and now I will give you in dol- tee has undertakento raise
mouth what he said. He would ask ars and cents what it costs him to of $1,000,000.
to write on the black-board such

small words as

cat, dog, cow, etc.,

and

RICHARD

A.

McCURDY,

For the year ending December $1, 189$

Only one night.

a

WEDNESDAY, March
The

New

Keeclred fbr Prtnlami
From all viuar koarcci

7th.

York Success,

VARNISHES.

BRUSHES.

$33,604,837 OS
H, 368, 807 70
Fi, 0*3,1 46 08

Disbursement*

relief fund

To Polley-kolden
For all otkor accoanta

ive. House rent: One room with
wo bunks to sleep in and a small

PAINTS,
OILS,

President

Income

they could articulate the

them

THE MUTUAL LIFE IHSUBAKCB
COMPANY OF NEW YORK

SIDE TRACKED.

The largest petition ever gotten up
when any one of them made a mistake place connected in the rear to keep
h
that now in Chicago, in cbargffof
SensationalMechanical Effecti.
the next one would be anxious to cor- a goat or a sheep for a little drop of
Miss Alice Briggs. It is addressed to
rect it. From there I went to a class milk will cost him $20 a year. Meat or
the governments of the world for the MR. JULE WALTERS,
that had been in the institution four pork he never thinks of getting, and I
prohibition of the traffic in liquor and
years. Here the scholars could talk will give yon the prices so you can see
opium, is signed by over four million
As a Tramp in Town
very plain and answer questions in for yourself that this isout of the quespeople, is estimated io be fifteen miles
. geography as well as scholars that had tion, beefsteak 25c., common meat
a positive novelty.
long, and has circulated for eight years
always talked. They could tell by the 17c., pork He. In the bread line he
in more than fifty countries.
.sun DANCE.
motions of the mouth every word that eats nothing but rye bread, with a
SERPENTINEDANCE.
was said to them and give a correct little cheese; no wheat bread for him
Ool. John T. Crisp, chairman of the
answer. I was requested to talk to nor butter. Butter 26c., potatoes 18c. Missouri state fish commission,says
See the Tramp get Side Tracked
to them but cautioned not to speak a bushel, cabbage 2c. a head, sugar that the amount of money sent abroad
too fast, and you would be surprised to 11c. a pound, syrup 44c. a gallon, cof- annually for fish that could be easily
know how nice they could answer me, fee 36c., salt lie., milk 2\c. a quart. raised in the streams of Missouri runs
as plain as a good many that never This is all computed in American into the millions,St. Louis alone inPrices 35c and 5oc.
were deaf or dumb. Last year they money and quantities.Clothing is a vesting one million dollars in this food
/. f.j,.observed|the anniversary of thecenten- little cheaper here than in the States,
nial existenceof the institute, and but not mdch. I bought a coat and
Feb 11,1894
held siutable exercises over the grave vest in Rotterdam for $10, and I am
THE MARKETS. ,
ASD WEfT MICHIGAN H I.
of its founder. 1 was told that in the sure I could buy It at homefor $13.

Paper

$20,886,471 40
0,484,607 47
$30,870,080 87

Curtains and

Assets
Halted State* Bond* aad other

;.d

nnftKt. o'.

• . . .

Seal Batata
Ca»h ia Bask* aad Tr*»t

uiiuni,Ac.

Cow-

- . . -

LUbilltle*

- . .

.....

......

product •

ui

Decorations.

«
u /m
GJ

S.

6,600,408 10

168,766,071 28

A

~>1 7,062,608 01

Inurenre and Anaaltlef
aiiamod and renewed

incut

iu omu

Choice

Yas
Zbmtei
and Complete A
sortment.

$708,

002,562 40

^fuu,y examIne^ foregoingStateand find the same to be correct.
CharlesA. PmatM, Auditor

All orders promptly

filled

and

w<

neatly executed.

Surpiuja dividendwl!l bo apportioned

CHICAGO

Hanging

ROBERT A. QRANNI8S,V.cf-PnniocnT

<

'

~
fTil
gtssrE-: lif

States there were similar institutions

Holland gln-thls is one of the nec- LIVE STOCK— Cattle
now, where they taught the dumb to essaries of life here, as every one uses
talk orally instead of by sign of hand. it and has his drinks twice a day. It
is
Speaking about railroads it is sur- sells for $1.25 a gallon, so it is not very
8*
prising the improvements they are expensive.
making in the newly built lines.
I am surprisedhow contented the
Passenger coaches are not constructed people are, (the writer is speaking for
on the compartment plan with a side the providee of Groningen.) In the L^BD-Wsjtern...............
itM
Creamery. 17 > 16
entranceto each, but more on the ves- spring there are always a great many BUmil—Wsatsrn
Western Dairy ............ u »
_______ __ A/Zil,
AUU.
CHICAGO
tibule plan, as in the states. Freight
here that come from the province of BEIVES-BhlpptafSteers ... P 80 A 6 06
cars are also much larger than in
Friesland and hire out among the farstoXtii[
So !|S
France, carrying2*, 000 pounds. The mers, old and young, man and women.
Feedore...,. ...............loo ,116
Butchers'
Steers
............
t
71
I 00
passenger service is excellent, with They work for three cents an hour, in
................... .... 160 « 1*0
fine depots, everything first-class. Five
•••••••••*••«.,,(ssvca 4 70 ( £ ]o
the field, and generallylive In the BOOS...
SHMfc. ...............
1 60 $160
minutes before a train is due a large barn and sleep on the straw. They BUTPER— Creamery.
16 I 1444
Dairy. .....
it
a
'bell is ringing, which you can hear
subsist on bread only and many a week JfcWjri*—
BOGS— PYeeh.
TWh
••• se ••• ••
IT*
BROOM OORNfor quite a distance. Not all of the
they do not taste a single warm meal,
Wsstern (per ton) .......... BOO A66 00
railroads,but most of them, belong to
Western Dwarf ............. 80 60
but as long as they get their Holland
4600 iron
the government. Their charges are gin and plenty of bread with a little
46 1 a
..........
see •• •••••# #0#a ##
about five cents (Dutch currency)a cheese they seem to stand it all right
mile, second class, equvalent to two
and are healthy and strong.
cents of our money.
' In conclusion allow me to state that
•fhasmuch as my business calls me as long as a laborer in America can
0*365
largely out in the county I will write
earn four dollars a week he is better
you a little about rural life. Wheroff in my opinion than the very bestpf
toSWy'.
ever 1 have been I was well received,
them
^
and in some localitiesI must say I
I find it rather hard work to accomcreated quite a sensation,but this
plish much here at present as those of
was owing to my buffalo coat. Comthe moneyed class that I have to deal
ing into a house you are hardly seated
.........
with have been robbed and beaten
kahsas
Kansas oi
cmr.
when the lady of the house is on band
often by some of the goo* people in
with a nicely carved rack or stand,
America, ;that it requires much ggggx. ...........
joontaining as many clay pipes as there
time and effort toovercome the effects SBKMP ........
—
n Ei
~ 6 male members of the family and
thereof.
extra new one for the guest. SomeIfcXi B
- i
:: they will even light the pipe
................ ...... *2
“How dear toffqur heart is ths face of a dollar, OHMP
ou**.-*.!' ......... ..... ...........s a 0 1
you. Next you are asked, what It Whs* some kind aubserfberpresentsit to view."

7M

'.'..V!.'

ForOhlcago ......

. . •
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•

17•

•

1

•

here.

*»

.....

...

----.

a.m.
•1230

..

p.m. p.m.
209

“

Grand Rapids.. •5 00 656
“ Muskegon and
Grand Haven.. 600 8 06
“ Hart and Pentwater ...........

8

“ Manistee

"
“

1
1

40 6 401 0 30

10

05

05

6
1
1
1

e.la.

Mich.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEI

Schuyler Grant, General Agent,
Detroit
P. H.

McBride, Agent,

B

’

Holland, Mich.

40
26
23
28

FAMILY SUPPLY

•

ST0I

Fresh and Salt Meats.

045

50G

tofiky

ll.d.

Vice-Prwident
Treawrer
Actuary

INCLUDING

600

“ Allegan
" Charlevoix, Pe-

p.ro

25 0 30'

Big Rapids ..... 5 00 .....
Traverse City.. 5 00

CURES
125

CITARRH

Trains Arrive at Holland.

$ ii

.

•1230

“ Manistee

influenza!
1

85 0 4511 45

12 30
Big Rapids.... 12 30
Traverse City. 1280

200
100
200

805

6ir
2C9

......

1280

•Dally, other trains week days only.

DETROIT

11.1864
LAftfilMG A NORTHERN R.R.
Fetx

We have Just opened a full line
Groceries. This, in addition to c
Meat Market, will make our plao
complete Family Supply Store, su

COLD

IN HEAD,

HAY FEVER!

When we say It caret, we mean t Lastlaf,
PwiRteesatCars. It is not like many soetlled cures that give only temporaryrelict
w* Will pay hack the money in ALL CASES
where you are not perfectly satisfied.If
your druggist does not keep it, send the
price, H Omit, Im money or pbetage stamps.
The

as the place needs.

We are centrally located in the re
dent portion of the city. Ord<
promptly filled. A fresh supply
country produce always on hand.

Van Zwaluwenuubg &
Michmerbujzb
Corner Market and 13th sts.

40-1

\ ([Barter CeHinry Teif,

HAIL CHMHIOAL CO.
For a quarter of a century
New Discoveryhas been te«
and the millions who have recei
King’s

L'vGrand Rapids
Ar. Grand Ledge,

.......
.....

..

»"
§18
a

825

826 655

Grand Haven.

H

GiitfAil

...... •5

Grand Rapids
“ Muskegon and

“

Mm

a.m. a.m. p.m p.m. p.m.
00
1 25 930

From Chicago

Saa

so

8d

»

.

>

General Manager

Isaac F.
Frederic

Emory McCuntouc

|

• • ••

I*

Trains depart from Holland:

Gillette
Lloyd
Cromwell

Walter R.

_

Howell. ...............
•' Petroit,...............

MO.D1HAVIH,

J.O.

HOLCOMB, Afent

General Repair Shop.
Persons desiring any repairingdone

Sewing Macnines, Guns,
Locks, Umbrellas,or small machinery
of any kind, will find me prepared to
do the works Shop in basement of
Ammcan Hotel, one door west of C.
Blom's bakery, Eighth Street.
in the line of

43tf

John F. Zalsman.
Holland, Mich., Nov. 16, 1893.

benefit jfrom it testifyto its worn
ful curative powers in all diseases
Throat, Chest and Lungs. A rem
that has stood the test so long
that has given. so universal satis
tion is no experiment. Each bottl
positively guaranteed to give '
or the money will be refunded.

A MAN OF FEW WORDS.
Babpow, the “»trong man" was hypo*
SUICIDE]
Charlis Clark, a farmer near MidtUed by Dr. G H. Meroereau, of New dlepoint,O i was out to pieces with his
The Novel Expedient of a Dun-Ridden
York, and made to do many strange own ax by oamuel Seitz.
The Cause and Its Lesson.
Debtor.
TRAD! MARK
things.
BROS., Publishers. FirTT-oim coal miners convicted of Thomai Douglass, aged 18 years, He was a man of few words and fewer
Why did he commit suicide? Oh! for
who killed Officer John CowlettatSher- dollars, says the Chicago Post He
the same retsoa that thousandsof others are
riotingat Manadeld and Bunola, Pa.,
Holland, Mich.
man, Ala, while he waa levying on a didn’t like to be disturbed,and he
on me
the verge
of the same *****
sin, or,
in immeon
verge ui
rr
were Uken to the penitentiary and cow belonging to bis mother, was
diate danger of insanity, paralysis, idiocy,
didn’t like to enter into lengthy exworkhouse to serre out sentences varyor some other equally unfortunateresult of
hanged by a mob and his body riddled planation. When a man came in, took
ing from alz months to two years.
any nervous affection.H® knew he M,a
with bullet*.
a seat beside his desk and asked if he
** AND
Savil of the eight members of the
afllietedwith a nervous disorder, but
could settle that little account it
Kruger family near Michigan City,
careless,anp» really indifferent to the outPERSONAL AND POLITICAL
wearied him to say: "Really, I’m sorry,
Ind., died from the effects of eating
wluo,; v.
.« ...v
come
or lie
m iy ..ave
na lesseped his chances
Capt. C. B. Graham died at What- but I haven’t got the money to-day."
Important Intelligence From All Part*.
Will Posit! velj Our
for recovery by treatingwith physicians
pork oontaing trichina.
com, Wash. He waa a member of the And when the man suggested that it
HEART DISEASE.
who had little cr no knowledge of such afA BUftor containing Walter Black- famous light brigade, immortal lied
CONGRESSIONAL*
had been running a long time it
N ERV OU8 P R08T R AT ON
fections,or by delugingliim<elfwith worthB«Kular 8c— lorn.
man, aged 18 years, and Miss Mints by Tennyson, and one of the survivors
BLEEPLbU&NEBb,AND
wearied him still more to have to say:
less so^alled remedies. His case was a sad
the Hal Uva Hawaiian resolution was Rogers, aged 8L was struck by an en- of the 600 who rode into the "valley of
All Derangementsof the Nervous Byitem.
"Yes, I know it, but I have been very
one, but no worse than that of any other
dlsouasad In tba senate after a lively gine at Shelby, 0., and both were InUNEXCELLEDFOR INFANTS.
death" in the great charge of Bala- short. I’ll try to have something for
nervous sufferer,who has nervous or sick
between aereral member* on tbe Urlfl
stantly killed.
A blessed boon lor tired Motbers and Restless
klava
..ta tbe boose Mr. Bland airaln
you next week." There was too much Babies.
headache,biliousness,dizziness, irritability,
At
a
meeting
in
New
York
of
the
Rxv. James A. Stoic*, 84 years old chance for a man to get pressing and Purely vegetable,guaranteed free from opiates melancholy, failingmemory, hot flashes,
j to seeure a Queram on his motion for a
on tbe selimlorace MU, and after four Newspaper Publishers’ association J. died in Omaha He waa one of the
ill size doses 60 cents.
100 ful
fainting, sleeplessness, nervous dyspepsia,
m §t fruitlessroll -sails tbe honae ad- W. Scott, of Chicago, was elected presi- most prominent Baptist ministersin annoy him by stringing out the interPREPARED BY
sexualdebUUy, epilepsy, etc. The same or
view. He tried keeping away from
dent
similar consequencesare likely to result to
America
the senate on the Bd a resolutionwas ofthe office at the hour his creditors
fin of the anarchist* accused of conLilliaic Dubell, an opera singer,
Wheeler
Poller
Medicine
Co. anv one who has any of these advance
to Instructtbe finance eommttteeto prousually came, but they changed the
» bill for tbe free ooinafe of sUrer at the spiring to kill the emperor were sen- died in New York of consumption.She
CEDAR SPRINGS, MICH,
hours of their calls, and he was still
, „ „ Also a reeolntlondlreetlnfthe
tenced
at
Vienna
to
various
terms
of
df If to L
had been on the stage for eleven yean.
HEBEB WALSH, ard MARTIN A
botheredand annoyed by their impor- Bold
eommltteeto prepare a Joint reeolo- Imprisonment
Holland. Mlcb.
Chairman Wilson, of tariff bill fame, tunities just when he was busiest. HUIZINGA,
ridlnf for tbe electionof eeoators bp a
61 iv
Mbs Johm B. Mabtih, formerly Vic- was dangerously sick in Mexico, ty, vote of the people Adjourned to the
Then he hit upon a brilliantscheme.
„ In the bouse a bill was Introduced to toria WoodhnU, told her life story on phoid fever having set in.
noie remeay lor mem.
''* y**
M reciprocal oommordel relations bo- the hearing of her suit against British Norman L. Munbo, the publisher, He put in a day puttering around his
desk arrangingthings, and the followitsry testimonials prove the virtue* of Dr.
Newspapers and Periodicals
rwmm the United States and Canada and one mnsenm trusteesin London.
died at a hotel In New York from a aur
in repeal that part of tbe act of 117* which an«»iler Restorative Nervine.
__
Twd number of immigrant* that ar- gical operation.He was 57 years old ing morning was ready when the first
Borises tbe secretary of the treasury leene
Can be obtainedat reduced rates of
creditor
arrived.
He
never
looked
up
CTLu Sidtlnf erenu growing out of tbe rived in the United States from Europe and worth over 12,000,000.
local agent
city.
_______
_____in this
______
7- Leave
----from his work as the creditor began: the
iemolesale arrest of members for bdnf absent n January was only 1,188 against 11,Steel* Mack a ye, the noted play- "C^ld“you-" HeT^Bimply puUS a
orders for any publicatlon in the
Mto disorder and tumult, which, after eontln- 880 for January,1898.
wright, aged 58, died on a train near string and a placard appeared which U- S- °r Canada at the Port Office, With twelve bottles of Dr. Miles’Restive Nerv hie
|mr for hours, was suddenlyterminated In an
and was cured. It is with pleasure I recommend
Mabt settlers will be dispossessed La Junta Col, while on his way to
gSoommenl
this wonderful remedy for nervous troub!^.
read: "No!” The creditor walked sadby
a
decision
establishing
Nebraska’s
C.
Keyzer,
-I had been a groat suffbrerfrom chronic
1U senate was not In session on tbe t3d ....
San Francisco from Chicago,
ly away without finishingthe sentence.
headache until I began, about four months sgo,
claim
to
85.000
acres
in
Boyd
county.
tbe bouse tbe members undsr srrstt ware
Xa tbe
H. B. Straitt. who for twelve years He even forgot to ask when he should
15tf
Holland, Mich., May 6, 1891.
to use Dr. Miles’ RestorativeNervine *nd Pills,
discharged
from custody by disusing
Ikdictukhtswere found by the grand
— __ — ---since which time I have not had ‘ headache.
representedMinnesota in the lower call again. For three weeks now no
yrftb further prooeedlngs under tbe
ury at Lansing, Mich., In the election
house of representatives at Washing- creditor has received a verbal answer
Bland, in another futile effort to secure a Tote
rands case against AttorneyGeneral
on tbe silver seigniorage bill,called tbe flllbua.
ton, died in a Mexican Central train at and the j’oung man says it is a great Glottilng Gleaned and Repaired you claiin for them.”-Mre. Mary Kilter, Los
— anarchists,and said: “We were sent here Ellis, Secretary of State Jochim, Treas- El Paso, Tex.
relief. He can answer their questions
Wu! Capwell editor Tribune, Plymouth , Pa.
our dsty, and a time when the dtlce are urer Hambltcer, Land Commissioner
— AT—
Harrison L. Plummer, the portrait without stopping his work, and the
writes : “My wife was cured of sick headache of
with mobs and the people cannot go perry, and Clerks Warren, Potter and
many years’ standing by the use of br M l<*s
painter, known throughout this coun- placard has a discouragingeffect that
In pence end comfort is not the dm#
Scheerhoom & Kloosterman, RestorativeNervine.Bhe has recommended it to
mob lew should obtain here.*' At tbs Bussey.
try and Europe, died at his home in
makes them leave the sooner. His only
At Ashland, Ala., the courthouse Haverhill, Mass., aged 80 years.
if session to consider pensions tbe lack
Holland.
mistake has been when a man entered River near 9th St.
quorum prevented the transaction of any was broken into and the county records
hurriedly and began: "Would you
stolen and burned by parties under
FOREIGN.
Ob tbs Mth the senate was not In session..,. In
like—” He pulled the placard into
criminal indictment.
Brazilian officerswere said to be
tbe house roll call foUowed roll call, the oppoor dangermuidrugs. IT Miles’ Pills, M doses.
RlCHABD Pbiob, a negro burglar, shot forcing American colonists into service view and the man replied: "Oh, very
nehts of the seignioragebill throwing mI<j* *11
25 cents. Free book st druggleu, or by mail.
and killed Christian Ehler, a merchant and the American consul had been ap- well; I am in no hurry, if you are not”
of net filibustering
and bold1- “
He
looked
up
just
in
time
to
see
that
it
motions to tabs a reocss end to
at White Oak Jlun, Pa., and fatally pealed lo.
Sold by all druggists.
to prevent a vote on Mr Bland's
was a man who owed him five dollars,
bounded his wife.
Advices receivedin London say Guat~ |ald: “It is quite
**
v have control over this
Mart Smith and Orange Page, an ex- emala has suspended payment on its ex- but it was too late to catch him.
s,
»6v4
that
oohviot
charged with the murder of ternal debt, owing to silver’s decline
try
and
I,
therefore,
mdv*
Wt
the
bouse
___
thereto
SO DREADFULLY CANDID.
FfTBiWd
adjourn'’ The mo
Rota Haywood, a Raleigh (N. G) womSignob Bianchkbi was elected presiMtb 04 eommlttee
Bi theeeni|^Si
an 100 yean old, were arrested.
dent of the Italian chamber of depu- Vfoes of the Writer or Artist Who Has a
fefelgn relationsp
One
:*r HfikDRED
HUNDF families
‘ “ in Niles, O., ties receiving 191 votes on the second
Plain-Spoken Friend.
lira Tb# report
were without food. They had b$en
lit monarchism
Do
you
write? Oh, how your candid
ballot
Suppliedby the city authorities,but
It«t Slovens
Business.
The
Indian mission school at Neah friend shakes his head over your last*!
irmnent, but
further kid was refused because there
Bay, B. G, was burned and several In- novel or play, or whatever it is, says
favors annexationwithouttaking
was no more money for that purpose. dian children lost their lives.
call the attention of all
All The Year Round. You are not
recommendation;ooadsmns ---ruvin i vs
_ aland finds that she waa tbe aggros- The Knights of Labor want the ne- The British bark Montgomery Castle doing nearly such good work as you the ladies in Holland and viCAW I OBTAIN A PATENT ? For a
. tbe revolution that eeourod her over
groes in the United States removed to encountered fearful storms near the did two years ago, and he mutters
cinity to our new stock of
....In the bouse Mr. Bland, being unable
raNACO..' vbohtvehsd
Liberia, or some other part of Africa.
Azores and eight of her officers and about decaying powers and writing
ire a quorum on the seigniorage bill,eonexperienceIn tbs
Harbt Hall, a railway employe at crew were drowned.
yourselfout, till, like Henry II., you
lions atrlctlyr
to aUew tbe debate on the MU to proformation
Ottawa, Kan., fatally wounded Mrs.
tor another day.
tain them sent
sssrur,
A. M. Beattie, Hawaiian consul at groan: “Who will rid me of this man?’’
Leeds, a widow, because she refused
Perhaps you fancy you can paint, in
Vancouver,B. G, appolqted by PresiDOMESTIC.
his salt, and then committed suicide.
Dole, received his exequatur. which’case hangingcommlttees.buyers,
Tn business portion of Watertown, Eugene Pkkksxbgast was sentenced dent
Fancy Goods. Also a
This shows that Lord Roaeberry has critics and dealers are not the most
Oopn., waa destroyed by fire.
in Chicago by Judge Brentano to be concluded to look upon the provisions! savage lions in your path if you happen
nice line of
Fly* woodchoppero were caught In a hanged Friday, March 88, for the mur
to be blessed with a candid friend.
government as a fixture.
wjtowsllde near Verdi, Nev., and only der of Mayor Harrison.
After an absence of two years ex- The worst of it Is, the man is a friend
Am was rescued alive.
Another fire of incendiaryorigin ploring northeast Africa Llent Lud- and will do yon a good turn if he can—
Tn report of StatisticianRobinson, damaged the beautiful Agricultural wig ^Ritter von Hohnell returned to of course without much trouble to him^s tod sworn contracts.Address
O., MW YOUX, 361 Buuadwat.
1UNN
the agricultural department, for building at the world’s fair grounds.
self,
also
to
a
certain
extent
he
knows
Vienna.
Ypmuarv shows that on January 1 there
William Logeelt shot and killed
During ahnrricanestrain was swept what he is talking about, so that you Fascinators,Fancy
ye 101,788,458farm animak tn the Daniel Edwards and the latter’s son in
from a bridge at Auritluslaland, Eng- are bound to have some respect for his etc. Call and see us before
a quarrel near Bed Lodge, Mont
land, and fifty lives were reported lost. opinion. He begins by gently prancing
PAM attacked Dr. Francis M.
Tn Daughters of the American Rev- Senob Guzman, the Nicaraguan min- around yonr work rather in the man- purchasing elsewhere.
We will pity tbs above reward for any osss of
„ at ladianapolia Ha shot one olution in session In Washington reLiver Com plaint Dyspepeie, Hick headache. Inister at Washington, receivednews ner of the commencement of a Sioux
assailantsand was himself fataldigsstior.
Constipation,or Costlveneeewe can not
elected Mrs Stevenson, wife of the that his country’s war with Honduras war dance.
core with Dr. Weet’s V«w«tableLiver Pills,
ty wounded.
You
grow
anxious, and losing your
vice president, se their president
was at an end.
when the directionsare -trictly complied with.
__ British
steamer Fairy, of WoThe
Britii
They are purely. Vegetable,and sever fall to rive
Dbought hse transformed the once
Twentt-fivemen were killed and h« ad, in a moment of temporary abersatisfaction. Sugar coated. Large boxes 26c.
imra, engaged- in smugfMag Chinese fertile and prosperous Rio Grande
ten were seriously Injured by a boiler ration you ask his opinion. Whoop! Eighth St„ two doom west of City Hold. Beware of counterfeits and imitations.Tbe
Into this country, was seised near valley in Texas Into a vale of desola- explosion in an iron mill at Alexander- You’ve got it Your shadows are
gcnntnsmanufaoiuredonly by THE JOHN 0.
faint Morrowstons, Wash., by the rowWEST CO.. Chics go,
a-l
opaque and your lights pasty, your
tion
owsk, Russia.
enne cutter Woleott
D ARIEL Slaughter, a cattle buyer of
Bellamy A Co.’s granaries in Lon- drawing is weak and your technique
ft***!— Crouch, who died at Fay Virginia, was taken from the Jail at
don were destroyed by fire, the loss be- bad; your color is crude and the whole
attevllle, Ark., confeeaed on his deaththing out of tone, and at the end the
fiptfta, N. G, by a mob and lynched ing 1800,000.
bed that he had murdered three per- for murdering John Bare at a wedding.
Mother Mandelbaum,of New York, sum and substance of it all is that if
sons in the last few yearn
A house was burned near Murfrees- notorious the country over as a shop- he — the candid friend — painted as
{v. J. F. Hxhslht, of the Methodist
borough, Ark., and John Wert, a farm- lifter, died at Hamilton,Ont, of a com- badly as you do, he would never touch
IMaoopal church, who had been hold- er, sad his wife and five children all
a brush again as long as he lived.
plication of diseases
SQi a series of protracted meetings near
A thousand unemployedmen sang “Hope I haven’t hurt you, old fellow,
perished in the flames
fibre, HL, was killed by a runaway
Flames destroyed a portion of the revolutionarysong* in Vienna The but you would ask my candid opinion,
so I was bound to- give it to you,” he
state home for feeble-mindedchildren police charged and dispersed the mob.
Eight men were killed by an explo
at Vineland, H. J., and J. H. Sage, the
fon in the coal mines at Bloeeburg,
LATER.
•nginaer of the institution,and‘ his
AN ELASTIC CONSCIENCE.
IT M., and three others were injured.
wife, were burned to death.
In the United States senate on the
Mbs. Freda Rothschild,of Omaha,
An earthquake shock at Arcadia, 2'3th a large number of petitions were The Sin of It Ley Only tn Being Found
badly disfiguredby a tramp pour
Ont With Her.
Nek, jarred windows like heavy thun- presented protesting against a reduccoal oil upon her and setting her on
The penalty attendant upon being
der and shook plastering from ceiling*. tion of the existing duties on wool and
Rudolph J. Pe«chmar was sentenced various other features of the tariff bill detected is the entire foundationof
It was understoodin New York that
to the penitentiaryfor life for the A bill was introducedfor the establish- many people’s honesty. A woman,
itus Wlman would plead guilty
murder of Mr*, tichrume at Milwaukee. ment of a national university.In the says a writer in the New York Recorder,
’e len
lent
to forgery and trust to the court's
The Waco (Tex) Electric Railway house resolutions were presented to in- in whoso company I found myself re•ncy.
A
Light company waa placed in the vestigatethe action of several United cently, was relating with pride an inA LINE OF
Secretary Morton ha* written a lethands of a receiver with assets of 1300, • States judges who have issued injunc- stance of her shrewdness. She retor saying the government has no bus!*
000 and liabilitiesof 1800,000.
tions in railroad cases. A bill was in- marked as a preface to her story that
ness appropriating money for thistle
The stock barn of George Schamba, troduced to amend the revised statutes anyone who expected to get the better
extermination.
north of Mansfield, O., was destroyed so as to permit, in civil cases, the ver- of her would have to be an early riser.
Repeated attempts to burn Pecaby fire with a number of fine trotting dictof three- fourths of the jurors consti- Said she:
for
tonlca, I1L, have aroused the residents
"I went to the theater the other
horses, includingthe famous stallion tuting the jury to stand as the verdict
to excitement and extra precautions
of the jury. The silver seigniorage bill night and after the play a lady who
Washington’sbirthday was observed “Old Crow."
sat in front of me asked me If the
Rev. A. J. Warner called a conven- was further discussed.
in many places throughout the countion of negroea at Birmingham, Ala.,
Judge Willis, of 8t Paul, decided umbrella under her chair belonged to The sizes run up to No. 9. These goods we close out at
try.
v*.
Thb executive board of the Knlghta for March 81, the object being to disease that newspapers taking sides In a case me.
"I said no, and as no one else claimed
the general immigration of the race on trial was contempt of court
of Labor declared a general boycott on
An
incendiary fire in Boston partly it she left it at the box office. It was a
to Africa.
tit Louie' English syndicate beer.
Ten Golden Rule bazaar and oon tents destroyed the building owned by the lovely umbrellawith a silver handle.
The Culver building in St Louis oc"Well, now the joke begins. Abouta
were
destroyed by fire at San Fran* Boston Real Estate company. Loss,
cupied by the Tyler Desk company an
week later I went to the theater and
clsoo, the loss being 1980,000.
»100,
000.
the Udell Woodenware company was
Officials of Chicago railway lines asked If such an article had been found
W. N. White, a prominent oon traotov
destroyed by fire, the lose being 1950, •
at Seattle, Wash., fatally shot Jam** have decided to pay no further atten- and if they had it I described it pex*
€00
fectly and told when it was lost I
The steamer Oceanic arrived at San R Holt and then killed himself.White tion to the interstatecommerce law.
didn’t say it was mine, but just let
charged
Holt
with
too
Intimate
an
ao
Anderson
Carter
and
Bud
MontFrancisco, bringing news that nothing
gomery, in jail at Mountain Home, them infer it It was there stiU; the
of importance had occurred in Hono- quaintance with his wife.
Matthew Johnson (colored)was elec- Ark., for murdering Hunter Wilson on owner had never called for it—proba*
lulu since last advices.
bly never knew where it had been left.
{ bronze tablet was erected in Bal- trocuted at Bing Sing, N. Y., for the December 18 last were riddled with
They handed it out when I had anmurder
of
Emil
Kuokelhorn,
December
bullets
by
a
mob
that
overpowered
the
nore to mark the spot where the oonswered all their questions,and I’m
8, 1881
guards.
sntal congress met in 1776.
that much in.
Joseph
Dice,
a
full-blooded
Creek
IpRumors
of
the
retirement
of
Mr.
Piyb pen were killed and severs
"1 had just as good a right to it as
sreef by the einloeion of a boiler in dlan, was shot to death near Eufala, t Gladstone from office were being rethe
theater people, and it looked, after
T.,
for
the
murder
of
another
Indian
newed
and
were
agitating
the
English.
till at Compte, La.
The bill to unite New York and a week, as if the woman who found it
Jacob Hiaston, living at Warren, tiameA Grey.
C aerie Copper, Jennie Kelks and Brooklyn passed the legislature and wasn’t going to put in a claim. I’m
(nd., handed over tl,500 to three masked
thidnight robbers, turned over and Kaue Betechelder, school children, only awaits the governor’*signature going to get a hat with the money I
saved by being wide awake, for I inbroke through the ice on the qanal at to become a law.
wtut to |lee$
Russians and Germans were reported tended to buy a new umbrella.”
Wadsworth hoisted the Massillon,0., and were drowned.
flag above the American at
In a decision Judge Groescup, of Chi- to have fought a battle on the frontier
Very Strange.
hiladelphif, but residentsmade him cago. says the interstatecommerce law in which several were killed.
The SomervilleJournal has a story
Isaac P. Berg and wife, a young
islnoperativf and of no vaiua, for tns
|nl dovht the first
little Dorothy, six years old, who,
To famish of the Indiana gas belt reason that it will be impossible to oon* couple living near Marion Junction, 8. of
0*
like other children, is a born egotist.
have organUil a series of detective as- riot anyone of violating sny of ita pro* D., were suffocated in their beds by
She went out for a horse car ride with
sociationsfor the apprehension of crimcoal gas.
The wife of David Roeenbergcr,of her aflnt She had her new purse with
inal*.
her and was very desirousto pay her
Kittening,
Pa., gave birth to five chilThe exchanges at the leading clearown fare, but her aunt said no. "Yon
dren, three girls dud two boya They
d States d
during
* houses in the United
my guest,",she explained to
were ail doing well
week ended on the
He Is under 615.000 bail
Dorothy,
“so I must pay your fare, but
That is what a man does who offers alleged bargains
Mack Wright, a prominent farmer,
, against ITwJEl, iffthe prei4Vi,TW,
John f. McKane, of Gravefond,N.
you may takethe ten cents Knd hand it
and
two
young
companions
perished
in
week. The decrease, compared Y.. convicted of politicalCrimea, mast
without
having undeniable good qualities to back them up.
to the conductor, If you like." So
the corresponding week in 1886, go to Blnx
ling fiinf
8lnf prison, JngtL
Juftiee CuUen’e s snowstorm near Jackson, Tenn.
Dorothy
took the dime and when the
George Custer was instantlykilled
eras 49. 9.
decision being fcyene io the ex-boss in
and William Rose, Charles Canon and condnctor came along she handed it
A PLOT to burn ang loot Gadsden, evert particular.
Low prices for cheap good are not bargains. But the
to him in the most dignified planner.
frustrated £ the arrest Of
0oi*m. trqrt** »t Ithaca, N. Y.f AndreW Onn were fatally Injured by He gave htt a quick look, and estimat- best at a fair price is always a good investment
cons
have voted I8Q6 to be used in finding an explosion of gas near Philsdelpnia.
ing that she was under the five-year
rabeorlb- the student! responsible for the recent
Carl Johab, lieutenantgovernor of
limit, he rang in only one fare, and
rellef of fatfl basing.
Wisconsin, was appointed consul genThat is what we offer you in our entire line of heating
handed back a flve-cent piece, which
circulatedIn eral at St Petersburg by the president
Petitions
Dorothy
took without a word. "Wasn’t and cook
*•.
.
j
THE condition of 15,000 miners In
to secede
Colorado for the silver
it strange,”she asked after she got
A. Moon,
Ohio was said to be deplorable,and un
and loin the republic of
home, "the conductor took my fare,
John W. FanCheb, who disappeared less something Was done to relieve
but he didn’t charge Aunt Alice any
froifi Columbus, G, twenty-fouryuarfu their distress and suffering the result
fareatalir
ago, has been found in Colorado.
would be fearful.
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and Angelo was asked if he
eould make anything out of it, and if
so was told he cold own it The artist
Dr. Tahnage Brings Words of Cheer took the marble, and for nine months
shut himself up to work, first tryto Homely People.
jing to make of it a statue of
I David with his foot on
Goliath, but
With God In Thtlr LIvm nod Lot* In the marble was not quite long enough
Thnlr RenrU tho HomallMt Pnoo
at the base to make the prostrate form
Hop Boeomo Trnntdfared
of the giant and so the artist fashand Attrnotlv*.
ioned the marble into another figure
that is so famous for all time because
As the subject of a recent sermon In of its expressiveness.A critic came in
the Brooklyn tabernacleRev. T. De- and was asked by Angelo for his critiWitt Talraage took “The Human cism, and he said it was beautiful, but
the nose of the statue was not of right
Face.” basin? his words on the text:
A man's wisdom maketh his face to shine shape. Angelo picked up from the
and the boldness of his face shall be changed. floor some sand and tossed it about the
— Ecclealatea.vill., 1.
face of the statue, pretending he was
Thus a little change in our English using his chisel to make the improvetranslation brings out the better mean- ment suggested by the critic. “What
ing of the text, which sets forth that do you think of it now?” said the artthe character of the face is decided by ist- “Wonderfully improved," said the
the character of the soul. The main critic. “Well,” said the artist, “I
features of our countenance were de- have notchangeditatall.”My friends,
cided by the Almighty, and we can not the grace of God comes to the heart
change them; but under God we de- of a man or woman and then attempts
cide whether we shall have counte- to change a forbidding and prejudicial
nances benignant or baleful,sour or face into attractiveness. Perhaps the
sweet, wrathful or genial, benevolent face is most unpromising for the
or mean, honest or scoundrelly, im- Divine Sculptor. But having changed
pudent or modest, courageous or cow- the heart it begins to work on the
ardly, frank or sneaking. In all the countenancewith celestial chisel, and
works of God there is nothing more into all the lineaments of the face puts
wonderful than the human counte- a gladness and an expectationthat
nance. Though the longest face is changes it from glory to glory, and
less than twelve inches from the hair though earthly criticism may disapline of the forehead to the bottom of prove of this or that in the appearance
the chin, and thd broadest face is less of the face, Christ says of the newlythan eight inches from cheek bone to created countenancethat which Pilate
cheek bone, yet in that small compass said of Him: “Behold the man!"
God hath wrought such differences Here is another mighty chisel for
that the one billion and six hundred the countenance,and you may call it
million of the human race may be dis- revenge, or hate, or malevolence.This
tinguished from each other by their spirit having taken possession of the
facial appearance. The face is ordi- heart in encamps seven devils under
narily the index of character It is the the eyebrows. It puts cruelty into the
throne of emotions. It is the battle- compressionof the lips. You can tell
field of the passions. It is the catalogue from the man's look that he is pursuof character. It is the map of the mind. ing some one and trying to get even
Now, what practical religious and with him. There are suggestionsof
eternal use would I make of this sub- .Nero, and Robespierre, and Diocletian,

THE HUMAN

FACE.

of no use,

possessionof the soul

It immediately
appears In the countenance. Hypocrites are always solemn. They carry several country graveyardsin
their faoea They are tearful when
there is nothing to cry about, and in
their prayers they catch for their
breath, and have such general dolefulness that they disgust young people
with religion.Ween had one of them in
one of my churchea When he exhorted
he always deplored the low state of religion in other people, and when he
prayed it was an attack of hysteria,

THE WINTER

be

it

in his

face. All

shelter,

at

intelit

Here comes another chisel, and that
belongs to the old-fashionedreligion.
It first takes possession of the whole
the time comes for spreading this
soul, washing out sins by the blood of
manure, one portion will be coarse and
the Lamb and starting Heaven right
useless, while the other will be fine
there and then. This done deep and well rotted. To properly manage
down in the heart, religion says: the heap it must be overhauled seven!
“Now let me go up to the win- times, the coarser material placed bedows and front gate of the face low and mixed with fresh manure and
and set up some signal that I have liquids,in order to reduce it Every
taken possession of this castle. I will hour’s work on the manure heap is
celebrate the victory by an illuminawell bestowed, as the farmer can
tion that no one can mistake. I have
bring the materials to a condition
made this man happy, and now I will
ready for the immediate use of the
make him look happy. I will draw crop, thus saving time in the spring,
the corner of his mouth as far up as
as the manure not rotted now must
they were drawn down. I will take the
first rot in the field before the plants
contemptuous curl away from the lip
can utilize it Not once or twice, but
and nostril. 1 will make his eyes flash a dozen times, if necessary, should the
and his cheeks glow at every mention
manure heap be handled during the
of Christ and Heaven. I will make winter, so as to make as much preparaeven the wrinkles of his face look like
tion for spring ds possible.

ject? I am going to show that while and thumbscrews, and racks all up furrows plowed for the harvests of
we are not responsible for features, and down the features.Infernal ar- j^y. I will make what we call the
ANIMAL FERTILIZERS.
the Lord Almighty having decided tists with murderers’ daggers have “crow’s feet around his temples sugAu
Entirely
New Way to Provide Plants
what they shall be pre-natally, as the been cutting away at that visage. The gestive that the dove of peace has l>een
with Electricity.
revengeful
heart
has
built
its perdition alighting there." There may be signs
Psjilraist declares when He writes: “In
A
dead
animal
of any kind, fish,
Thy book all my members were writ- in the revengefulcountenance. Dis- of trouble on that face, but trouble
fowl
or
beast
buried
near the roots of
figuration
of
diabolic
passion!
sanctified. There may be sciAs of batten which in continuance were fashBut here comes another chisel to tle on that face, but they will be scars a fruit or other tree, will cause a wonioned when as yet there was none of
derful growth. The animal substance
them," yet the characterwhich under shape the countenance,and it is kind- of campaigns won.
does not pass into the vegetable, but
God we form will chisel the face most ness. There came a moving day, and
But I can tell you of a more sympamightly. Every man would like to into her soul moved the whole family thetic and more tender and more lov- being a natural and a powerful genhave been made in appearance an of Christiangraces, with all the chil- ing face than any of the faces I have erator of electricity, increases the current that passes from the atmosphere
Alcibiades,and every woman would dren and grandchildren, and the com- mentioned. “No, you can not,” says
to the earth, and thereby a large quanlike to have been made a Josephine. mand comes from the heavens that some one. I can and I will. It is the
We all want to be agreeable. Our that woman’s face shall be made to cor- face of Jesus Christ as He was on earth tity of support is drawn from the atmosphere, says Foster’s Weather Buusefulness depends so much upon it respond with her superb soul. Her en- and is know in Heaven. When prereau.
You can grow a good crop of
that I consider it importantand Chris- tire face from ear to ear becomes the paring my “Life of Christ," entitled
potatoes on a brick pavement if moistian for every man and woman to be canvas on which all the best artistsin “From Manager to Throne," I ranture is retained and the potato vines
as agreeable as possible. The slouch, Heaven begin to put their finest sacked the art galleries and portare connected with moist earth by copthe sloven, the man who does not care strokes, and on the small compass of folios of the world to find a picture
how he looks, all such people lack that face are put picturesof sunrise of our Saviour’sface that might be per wires.
Commercial fertilizers do not enrich
equipment for usefulness.A minister over the sea, and angels of mercy most expressive,and I saw it as
who has to throw a quid of tobacco out going up and down ladders ail FrancescoFrancia painted it in the the soil, do not add anythingto it that is
of his mouth before he begins to a-fiash,and mountains of trans- sixteenth century, and as the emerald of value. The object sought in these
preach, or Christians with beard un- figurationand noon-day in Heaven. intaglioof the sixth century presented fertilizers is to put the soil into a contrimmed, making them to look like Kindness! It is the most magnifi- it, and as a fresco in the catacombs dition that will enable it to conduct
electricity. The electricalcurrent
wild beasts come out of the liar, yea, cent sculptor that ever touched human near Rome preserved it, and as Leonardo
unkempt, uncombed,unwashed, disa- countenance. No one could wonder at Da Vinci showed it in “The Last Sup- passes into the vegetable through its
greeable men or women, are a the- unusual geniality in the face of per," and I looked in the Louvre and leaves, carrying with it the gross mathindrance to religion more than a William Windom, secretaryof the the Luxembourg and the Vatican and ter that goes to bnild up the vegetable
recommendation.
treasury of the United States after the Dresden and the Berlin and Nea- cells, and after that matter is deposited in the vegetable the electric carAnd now I am going to tell you of seeing him at the New York banqur politan and London galleries for the
rent must have a conductor through
some of the chisels that work for the dis- just before he dropped dead, turnin
most inspiringface of Christ, and
which to pass to the earth.
figuration or irradiationof the human his wine-glass upside down, saying
many of the presentationswere Worn out soils are poor conductors,
‘T
may
by
doing
this
offend
some,
bu
countenance. One of the sharpast and
wonderful for pathos and majesand the acids used in the commercial
most destructive of those chisels of the by not do it, I might damage many.
ty, and power, and execution,
fertilizers,which are little more than
countenance in Cynicism. That sours Be kind to your friends.Be kind t
but although I selected that by Ary
acids
and sand, pulverizethe dead
the dispositionand then sours the your enemies. Be kind to the young Scheffer as in some respects the most
soil and enliven ^t for a short time.
Be
kind
to
the
old.
Be
kind
to
you
face. It gives a contemptuous curl to
expressive, I felt, as we all feel, that
the lip. It draws now the corners of
the mouth and inflates the nostril as
with a malodor. What David said in
haste they say in their deliberation:
“All men are liars;" everything is going to ruin. All men and women are
bad, or going to be. Society and the
church are on the down grade. Tell
them of an act of benevolence, and
they say he gave that to advertise
himself. They do not like the present
fashion of hats for women, or of coats
for men. They are opposed to the administration, municipal, and state, and

national. Somehow, food does not
taste as it

used

to,

and

they

wonder

why

there are no poets, or orators,or
preachers,as when they were boys.
Even Solomon, one of the wisest,and
at one time one of the worst, of men,
calls into the pessimistic mood, and
cries out in the twenty-first chapter of

Proverbs:“Who can find a virtuous
woman?" If he had behaved himself
better and kept in good associationshe
would not have written that interrogation point implying the scarcityof good
womanhood. Cynicism,if a habit, as
it is with tens of thousands of people,
writes itself all over the features;hence
sour visages all up and down
the church and the world. One good
way to make the world worse is to say
it is worse. Let a depressed and fore-

so

many

boding opinion of everything take
possession of you for twenty years and
you will be a sight to behold. It is
the chastisement of God that when a
man allows his heart to be cursed

with cynicism his face

becomes
gloomed and scowled and lachrymosed

and

blasted with the

same midnight

rulers. Be kind to your servants. H
kind to your superiors.Be kind t
your inferiors. Be kind to your horse

Be kind

to

your

cot

Morning, noo

and night be kind, and the effects c
it will be written in the language o
your face. That is the Gospel of phyf

iornomy.

A Bayonne merchant was

in

th

south of Europe for his health, ani
sitting on the terrace one morning i
his invalidism, he saw a rider Hun
from a horse into the river, and with
out thinking of his own weakness, th
merchant flung off his invalid’s gow
and leaped into the stream and swar
to the drowning man, and clutchiu
him as he was about to go down th
last time, bore him in safely to th
bank, when glancing into the face c
the rescued man, he cried: “My Goc
I have saved my own son!" All kind
ness comes back to us in one way o

another if not in any other wa
then in your own face. Kindnesi
Show it to others, for the tim
may come when you will need it youi
self. People laughed at the lion bt
cause he spared the mouse that ra
over him, when by one motion of hi
paw the monster could have crushe
the insignificant disturber. But
was well that the lion had mercy o
the mouse, for one day the lion wa
caught in a trap and roared fearful!
because he was held fast by rope!
Then the mouse gnawed off the rope
and let the lion go free. You may cot
aider yourself a lion, but you ca
not afford to despise a moust
When Abraham Lincoln pardone
i

a

young soldier at the

r<

But let Christian cheerfulnesstry quest of his mother the mothe
chisel upon a man’s countenance. went down the stairs of the Whit
Feeling that all things are for his House saying: “They have lied abou
good, and that God rules, and that the the president’sbeing homely; he is th
Bible being true the world’s floraliza- handsomest man I ever saw. ’’ All ove
tlon is rapidly approaching,and the that president’srugged face was writ
day when beer-mug, and demijohn, i ten the kindness which he so well
and distillery, and bomb-shell,and lustrated when he said: "Some of ^
rifle-pit;and seventy-fourpounders, ! generals complain that I impair dii
and roulette tables, and corrupt books, | P^ne an<* subordinationin the an
and satanic printing press will have j ^7 pardons and respites, but
quit work, the brightnessthat comes , makes me rested after a hard da
from such anticipation not only gives 1 work ^ 1 0811 find some good
sest to his work, but shines in his eyes cuse f°r saving a man’s life, and I
and glows in his cheeks and kindles a to bed happier as I think how joy<
morning in his entire countenance, the signing of my name will make h
Those are the faces I look for in an an- and his family." Kindness! It mal
dience. Those countenancesare sections the face to shine while life lasts, a
of millennial glory. They are Heaven after death puts a summer sunset
impersonated. They are the sculpturing tween the still lips and tbesmootl
of God’s right hand. They are hosan- hair that makes me say sometimes
nas in human flesh. They are halle- obsequies: “She seems too beautiful
Injahs alighted. They are Christ re* bury."
incarnated. I do no care what yonr But here comes another chisel, a
features are or whether you look like 1 It* name is hypocrisy.Christ with <
your father, or your mother, or nb one terrificstroke in His Sermon on
under the heavens— to God and man yon Mount described this character: ‘Wt
are beautiful. Michael Angelo, the ye tut be not as the hypocrites, a
sculptor, visiting Florence, some one *ad countenance; for they disfigi
showed him in a back yard a piece of their faces that they may appear ai
marble that was to shapeless it leemed nan to fast ” ffyn
its

<

1

1

HUNTLEY.

!

Henry Hudson, of

the

James

Smith Woolen
Machinery Co.,
Philadelphia,
Pa., who certl-

Engineer and Machinist

fies as follows:

^

have

ligent people who witness it know
is nothing but a dramatization.

\

such times as the weather may be warm
Says
enough to draw the frost out of the
ground and permit of doing something
in the field, tihould such opportunities arise, the farmers will not make
any mistake by using the plow, as it
will be the proper time for destroying
Insects, ss well ea permitting the froet
to get down into the soil and pulverise
it Froet power is a great boon to the
farmer If he will utilize it but many of
them do not do so. There is plenty of
work in winter if farmers will determine to lose no time, and especiallyon
stock farina In fact there Is more
work to be done with stock in the winter season than in summer, and ths
most successfulstock raisers are those
who give their animals their whole attention in winter.
How many farmers go to the expense
of overhauling the manure heap, yet it
is a necessity; for down in the center
of the heap, and near the bottom, is
heat sufficientto permit of fermentation of the materials, while near the
top the heap is cold and solid. When

hypocrisy in his heart without some-

how showing

from
all

had to expel him from church for
stealing the property mitrusted to him
as administrator, and for other vices
that I will not mention, and he wrote
me several letters not at all complimentary from the west saying that he
was daily praying for my everlasting

man can not

|

Bo Dooo
Wow
Spring. “Only the Scars
During the winter season
work
».
Remain,”
must
done under
except

Plsoty ot Work Can
Unto

and he went into a paroxysm
of ohs and ahs that seemed to
demand resuscitation.He went
on in this way until we

destruction. A

SEASON.

“

Among

ud

OUltt

Shop on

lot-

fond, 1th.

in regard to cer-

tain medicines

performing
cures, cleansing

Mill and Engine Repairing

the blood, etc.,
none impress

A

ms

Specialty.

my
case.

more than

own

Twenty years

Orders Promptly Attended to.

All

ago, at the s^o
ot 18 years, I hud
swellings cornu

on my

legs,

Ready and willing to meet
any party

which broke atul

became running sores.

imw

in

consultation

relative to

boilers,

engines and other
slulsn could do

old

Machinery.

me no

good, and It was feared that the
bones would bo affected.At last, my
good
t

Mother Urged
to

Smnth 81,

ala which I see

try Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.I took throe

Huntley.

A.

Me

Holland, Mich., Feb.

18, ’9i.

bottles, the sores healed, and I have not

Only the scars
romnin, and tlio memory of the
past, to remind me of the good
Ayer’s Sarsaparillahas done mo.
I now weigh two hundred and twenty
pounds, and am in the best of health.
I have been on the road for the past

The

twelve years, have noticedAyer’s Sar-

Wo have just opened buslnees

l*een troubled since.

NEW D8DC STORE

merly occupied by Dr.

saparilla advertisedin all parts of the

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
J.

the ttotefoti

and bare all the leading Pat-

United States, and always take pleasure in tolling what good It did for me.”

Preparedby Dr.

In

Wm. Van Patten

bet Medicines,

A Complete Stoek of Pure

Dnpl

C. Ayer k Co., Lowell,Mass.

Curesothers,

will

cure

you

Winns and Liquors,
for

Probate Order.

Medicinal Purposes,

8TvTE OF MIOHIGA.N, I
COUKTT or OTTAWA. I
Ttiletlrtielei, Spigeiirt Chutist 8kiL
At s session of ths Probate Court for the
County of Ottawa, bolden at the Probate Offloe,
In the City of Qrend Haven, In said county, on
lllltll IIE8, ETC,, ETC.
Friday, the Second day of Febratry, In the year
one than send eight hundred end ninety four.
Present JOHN V.B. GOODRICH, Judge of Probate.
Id the matter of the estateof Jacob Wloegar,
ased.

dici

On reeding end filingthe petition, duly verified

Specialattentiongive* to the careful compoundlog of

Finest Brands of Cigars.

ofJamee Hrendt,exeontorof tbewillsnd>eteteof
•aid deceased, preyingfor the lieei.se of this

WFor

court to sell oertitnland belonging to said detherein set forth.
Sixth day of If arch next,

tbe accommodationof the public

wc have put in a fall supply of staunpa,
postal cards and wrappers.

ceased,in sold petitiondescribed, for purposes

ThereuponIt is ordered. That Tuesday, the

preeoriptionsl

L.

KRAMER.

st ton o'olookln the forenoon.beassigned for

JAPANESE

the bearing of said petitton.andthat the heirs st
law of said deceased and all other persons inter"•ted in sold estateare required to appear at s
sessionof said Court, then to be bolden at the

CURB

Probate Offloe in the City of Grand Haven, in

county,and show cause. If any there be.
the prayer of the petitionershould not be
granted : And it is further Ordered, That said
"css's
petitionergive notice to the personsInterested
in sold estste, of the pendency of sold petition,
old, whiobarepainfuland seldom s permanent
end the hearing thereof, by ceusicgs copy of oure, and often resultingin death, unnecessary.
Why •ndurw thlt torrlble disease?
Those acid fertilizers are largely used this order to be published in the Holland
We guarantee 0 boxes to oure any
our Christ has never yet been presented
in the New England states and the cotr News, a newspaper printed and circulated In
lYo° 0IV/ *** ,or twAte received. II
either in sculptureor painting, and
said county of Ottawa for three successiveweeks a box, « for |S. Guarantees issuedbvonr eflente.
ton countries of the Mississippi
that we will have to wait until we rise
But few people in the upper Missis- previous to said day of heorieg.
to the upper palace,where we shall see
(A true copy, Attest.)
sippi and the Missouri valleys ever saw
Him as He is. What a gentle face it
JOHN V. B. GOODRICH,
a commercial fertilizer. If science can
must have been to induce the babes to
Judge of Probate.
find something that will render worn
Minkb P. Goodrich,
struggle out of their mothers’ arms
GUARANTEESIssued only by
out soil a gootl conductor it will save
Probate
JMw
, . Vi. Z. BANGS,
into His arms! What an expressive
12-ly
millionsof dollars annually that is now
Grandvllle Ave. Grind Rapids. Mlob
face it must have been when one repaid out for commercial fertilizers.
proving look of it threw stalwart
Commissionerson Claims.
Peter into a fit of tears! What a pleadT ATE OF MICHIGAN,I _
FOR HULLING WALNUTS.
COUNTY OF OTTAWA, f "8ing face it must have been to lead the
Estate of Jacob F. Dyk deceased.
Psalmist in prayer to say of it: "Look A Device Shared with the PabUo by Its
The undersigned having boon appointed by
Clever Inventor.
upon the face of Thine anointed."
the Judge of Probate of aald County,Commit
It is getting pretty late for the In- slonerson Claims In the matter of aaid estate,
H. KREMER, M. D.
What a sympathetic face it must have
been to encouragethe sick woman, who vention here described to be used this sndslx months from the Twelfth dsv of Ja>-n
(One door east of post-office.)
ary, A. D. 1804, having been allowed by the
was beyond any help of the doctors, to year; but there is nothing in the con- •)UUR« of Probate to all peraote boldlni claims
touch the hem ot His garment! What stitutionof the United States to pre- ng-iitiit told estate, in which to present their Pure Drugs, Chemicals,
to ns for examination and adjustment:
a suffering face it must have been vent country boys from catting out claims
Notioe is hereby giren. that we will meet on
Soaps, Perfumery,
when suspended on the perpendicularthis article for future reference.J. G Saturday. the Thirty- flrat day of March A. D. 1804.
sud on Thuraday the Twelfth day of July. A. DKennedy,
of
Crawsfordsvllle,
Ind.,
unand horizontal pieces of the wood of
Toilet Articles,etc.
19*4,at ten o, clock a. m. of each day, at the Law
martyrdom, and His antagonists selfishly shares with the public an idea offloe of J. C Post Id the City of Holland. In said
A
full line of Domestic and Imported
slapped the pallid cheek with their about "shucking” walnuts which re- Ceunty, to receiveand examine such cltlma.
Dated, January31st. A. D 1804.
Cigars.
rough hands, and befouled it with the cently occurred to him. He proposed
LSSAO MAR8ILJE I
Persoriptiontcarefullyput up.
JOHN
C.
POST,
f ComuJ,,',,f,|ters
a
device
resembling
a
grindstone
in
saliva of their blasphemous lips! What
said

why

Cm

Cleric.

„

Central Drng Store.

a tremendous face it must have been form, but provided
to lead St. John to describe it in the
coming judgment as scattering the universe when He says: “From whose face
the earth and the Heaven fled away.”

with a two-inch

8-4w.

Call*

promptly answered, night or day.

Office

Probate Order.

and 8 to

Market

hours, at office In atore-8to B a.
p.

u. Koaidaucocorner Twelfth and

ntreeta.
5

iX-ij.

STATE OF MICHIGAN.
County op Ottawa.

I
(

WH3SIST

At a sessionof the Probate Court for the Coul-

Oh, Christ! Once the Nazarene, but
now the Celestial! Once of cross, but

ty of

Ottawa, bolden at the Probate Office, in tb«

Grand Haven, in said oouuty, on Monday, the Nineteenth day of February in tbo year
one thousand eight hundred and ninety four.
Present, JOHN V. B. GOODRICH. Judge of

now

of throne! Once crowned with
stinging bramble, but now coroneted
with the jewels of ransomed empires!
Turn on us Thy pardoning face and
forgive us; Thy sympathetic face and
console us; Thy sufferingface and
have- Thy atonement avail for us;

City of

You want a

WATCH

that

will

Probate.
In the ma'ter of tbe estate of Marluus De
Fey ter, deceased.
On readtng and filing tbe petition, duly verified

Thy omnipotent face and

rescue
us. Oh, what afface! So scarred, so
lacerated,so resplendent,so overwhelmingly glorious that the seraphim
put wing to wing, and with their combined pinions keep off some of the luster
that is too mighty even for eyes cherubic or archangelic;and yet this morning
turning upon us with a sheathed splendor like that with which He appeared
when He said to the mothers bashful
about presenting their children: “Suffer them to come;” and to the poor
waif of the street “Neither do I condemn thee;” and to the eyes of the blind

John Van Dyk, administratorof the estate of
aid deceased, praying for tbe txamloatlonand
allowance of bia final ao -ount at inch admit Uirator,that he may be dischargedfrom bia
trust, have bis bond cat cel ltd and ilad estate

of

oaken wheel He says that the horizontal supports should be made of
rather thick stuff, in order to secure
the best results. On oqe of the sidepieces a hopper is placed to hold the
nuts. These fall down between the
support and wheel where the distance
should be such as to give the right
amount of pressure.The inventor advises roughening the surface wheel,
either by digging gutters in it with a
chisel or nailing on thin cleats. There
isn’t much fun in attempting to do
either of these two things with an oak
beggar of the wayside: “Be opened.” plank, but the former is probably the
I think
brother John, the most efficacious.— N. Y. Tribune.
returned foreign missionary, dying
summer before last*
Bound
Crops Should Bo Dtvortlfled.
Brook, caught a glimpee of that
The low price of wheat is due largely
face of Christ when in his dy- to the ease with which it Is produced
ing hour my brother said: “I shall be compared with a quarter of a century
satisfied when I wake in His likeness.”. ago. A boy can now sit on a seat and
And now unto Him that loves ue, and do the work which formerly required a
washed us from otfr sins in His own dozen men to perform. Improved mablood, and hath made us kings and chinery has made it possibleto produce
priests unto God and His Father, to more wheat than formerly and at leas
Him .be glory and dominion, forever cost1 Fanners, should diversify their
and ever, Amen and Amen! Amen and crops whenever possibleand endeavor
Amen! ;
to grow something that will give a
greater return than wheat We Have
—Ate you willing to take your j many climates and soils, and there are
weights and measures to the judgment greater opportunities for the futon
with yon?

my

at

I

than

may

be

apparent

1

.

closed,

and also for tbe determination of tbe heir

atUw

of said deceased, and who are entitled

Keep Correct
Time,

to tbe lands of said deoeaoed.

Thereuponit

(•

ordered,That Tuesday, tbe

J

ust step into the

Jewelry Store of

Twentieth da]/ aj March next,
at 10 o'olook In tbe forenoon, be aaaigned foi
the

hearing ot said petition,and that the heirs

law of said deceased and all other persona InterestedIn said estate, are required to appear at
at

"seeslon of said Coart, then to be bolden ai the

Probate OffloeIn tbe City of Grand Haven, in
aid county, and show cause. If any there be,
why the prayer of the petitionershould not be
granted:And it Is farther Ordered, That said
petitionergive noticeto tbe personsinterested

O.Breyman&Son,
and you will get the value of your
money.

of the pendency of said petition,

in said estate,

and the bearing thereof .by causing a copy of this
order to be pubUebed in the

Hollaed City

They keep everything that

News, a newspaper printed end
said

circuit ted In
county of Ottawa for three successiveweeks

previous to said day of bearing.
(A true

.
MtEin

opy,

v

P.

.

JOHN

V. B.

OOODBIGH.

Jodge of Probate.
Goodrich. Probate Clerk. D-3w

From now

on Overcoats are sold be-

low cost at

)

<

•

is

found

in a first-classJewel-

Attest,)

.

*

Lokker & Rutgers.

ry Store and at prices that
will astonish
cheapness

you for

their

m
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OUR NEIGHBORS.

SOME FACTS ABOUT HOSE.

HOW VOIOE8MRE RUINED.

Zeeland.

SIGHT IN EARTtfwORMBfcv

“Perhaps you would not think

so,

but a verv large proportion of diseases
hr the Supposedly
Lm4 Bloftog Md 4&glnf Whtto Soff*r. Tte 01ff«r*D^Kind* That An fUqnl**
in
New York comes from carelessness
In town Thunday.
•
Creature*.
fof Vartou PurpoM*.
West
i
Ing From d Cold D«trlm«ataL
about catchingcold.” says Dr. Cyrus
Miss Paulona Pyle made her parents
Rubber
goods
manufacturers
genJames
Weir,
Jr.,
in
a
curious
little
A musician tells a reporterof the
Edson. “It is such a simple thing
F. A Volmer, the station agent here a short call Thursday.•
Utica Press “How Vetoes Are Ruined.” erally ma}fe over a score of different study in evolution, shows that all the
has been removed and a Mr. Hawley
Miss Irene Avery, teacher at Hudfive senses of man are found in the
It should be read and remembered by grades of hoae, says Hardware, some
appointed to take his place. Mr. Vol*
sonville,made a abort call on friends
che^p, and which will kattofy certain lower forms of animal life. Darwin,
all
young
singers.
Among
other
things
mer was a favorite with the patrons of
Friday, staying at the home of J. D.
the road and his removal is generally
he said: “The three
e principal
{nine!
sources needs, while others are more expen- while admitting that earthworms are one of the healthiestplaces on the
Kverhard;
jKregretted. Our hope is that.Mi
Mr. Hawof damage to the vole* are, first,forc- sive, and We really required for the sensible to light, maintainsthat they Atlantic Coast and yet there are a
ley will meet with the same general £C. De Koster submitted to another ing the voloe; second^ forcing the purpose* intended. It to not necessary, are blind. Weir, in the North Ameri- great many cases of catarrh and conto have a line of air-hose for can Review, maintains the contrary. sumption which have their origin in
favor, and we think he will. Air. Vol- operation for cancer this week, at the voice; third, forcing the voice. Conmer goes to Grand Rapids, and will hands of Drs. T Hulzenga and 0. stant load singing has certainly rained
garden, and vice versa, the He says that the circumscribedspots this neglect of the simplest precauthere be assigned to some other sta- Baert.
tor
domestic use would be of on the dorsal surface of the worm are tion of every day life. The most senninety per oent of all the voices In the
sible advice is, for you to get rid
____ We
_______
tion.
wish him success wherever ^Albert Vegter took the train Tor
little value elsewhere. A conducting primitiveeyes. The microscope reworld. The way to build op a voice is
of it as soon as possible.By all
his lot may be cast, and hope he will Grand Rapids Saturday. 1
not to nse the full force of the tone; hose of two-ply will answer every pur- veals in these spots a transparent memsee his error in politics and vote the
The Misses Alle and Jennie Ever- nothing more than medium at the out- pose where only a slight pressure to brane, an accumulationof pigmentary means do not neglect it." Dr. Edson
does not tell you how to cure a cold
Republican ticket next fall.
hard and Irene Avery took the train
side. By this the powers are grad- used; but lift that to seventy-five matter, a special nerve spread out in but we will. Take Chamberlain’s
Mrs. R. A. Estelle is quite sick for Holland Saturday.
ually developed and brought under pounds per square inch, and three-ply this matter and extending to the cen- Cough Remedy. It will relieve the
again, and Dr. Bruinsma is in atten- oMra.*T."G. Hulzenga left for her
control. It to just as natural to ex- to at once demanded. Then the en- tral nerve structure.The membrane lungs, aid expectoration, open the secdance.
home at Holland Friday, after spendpect to build an armory In a month, as gine hoaegmustbe four, five and six is the cornea, the pigmentary matter a retions and soon effect a permanent
A stranger put in an appearance at ing a few days with her mother.
ply, and, of course, much more expen- retina, and the special nerve an optic cure. 25 and 50 cent bottles for sale
it to to build a voice under three years’
Mrs. Geo. Kimes on Saturday last.
Miss Coburn, on account of a slight
sive. Then some grades are perfected nerve. As there is no lens the worm by Heber Walsh, Holland,MIcb.
constant
application.
Sir
Morrell
It is a girl this time, and weighs eight Illness, was unable to take charge of
MacKenzie gives it as hto delib- by the use of superiorstock, both in can distinguish only light and dark.
her achool- room Friday.
Torpidity of the liver, and disorders
vast ex- rubber and duck. Florists require a ness. The arrangements for the sense
S. Mountford visited with Mr. L. Reus, the popular-school teacher at erate opinion, after
of the stomach and bowels, cause
of
touch
are
not
materially
different
heavy
hose,
as
well
as
do
brewers,
tanperience, that a voice cannot be
Jacques at Olive Centre, Sunday. Mr.
headache and the failure of all desire
Noordeloos, was io our village SaturMorton and wife were also there on a
built up In less than seven years, ners and those who force oil through from those in man. The sense which for food. Ayer’s Cathartic Pills stimday.
they
arc
without
to
that
of
hearing,
it
An
eight-ply
is
frequently
used.
friendly call.
but the musician said that, after
The five-year old son of Koene Van fifty years’ experience, he had found For air drills, great care is used in but sound waves are conveyed to the ulate the action of the stomach, liver,
Mrs. Jacques has had a hard time
and bowels, cure headache and restore
Den Bosch met with a very painful
with the grippe; she is better now.
that three years’ practice on the both duck and rubber, and canvas, aensonum through the sense of touch. the appetite.
accident this week. He was playing
That
worms
have
taste
and
smell
can
wire or marline is wrapped around
The Olive Republicanclub will meet in the barn when he fell from the hay lines indicated above will build
be proved by experiments with food.
THE
up
a voice almost to its utmost artistic this variety. For air brakes the geat the town hall on Tuesday.
and broke his leg Just above the knee.
nius of the rubber trade has been at As to smell, put musk near them and
capabilities.
Singing
when
the
pupil
Mrs. Walker Is very sick at her It was successfullyset by Dr. O.
FOR ONE DOLLAR.
has a cold of any kind affecting the work for years, and when it to under- it is amusing to see them hunting their
daughter's,Mrs. Thomas Cole. Her Baert.
holes
to
escape
it
“The
nerves
of
stood that railway trains are lengthand your opinion on this subject.
recovery Is doubtful, as she is well adDr. Poppen of Forest Grove was In throat or chest is highly injurious.
ened from year to year, the conclusion taste and smell are blended together,
What la th* best Moaetary tyiten for tb*
vanced in years.
town Monday. He reports everybody Practice at such times can hardly do
good, and may do serious harm. The can readily be reached that there is and can readily be made out with the United State* ? Tbl* I* the |r**te*t problem
Joe Peck has put up about three as “better.”
room yet at the top for this, an im- microscopein the lips, so to speak, of confrontingtb* Americanpeople. It 1* tb* Inoords of ice and Intends to keep cool.
We
we regret to mention mat
that Lines
Dries speaker quoted many instances where provementin the quality that gives the oral pouch.”
tention of tb* pobUabm that "Tax Monototal
loss
of
voice
has
resulted
from
Business is dull at West Olive. Far- Brummelia dangerouslysick with ingraph" •ball contain tb* beat thought of tb* namers are drawing their wood to town flammation of the bowels, and that singing when the vocal organs have strength. In suctions there are many
JAPANESE TYPES.
tion on tbia quMtlon. The recognisedleader*In
varieties
used
for
fire, wrecking, dredgbeen affected by cold, and he advised
with teams, as they can haul it cheap- there to little hope for his recovery.
ing sand, etc. Some of these are Two Distinct Cl* me* of Ffcyttofnomj all political partieshave bean called upon to coner then ship it by rail at the present
R. Hyma, school teacher at Drenthe, students not to sing at all until all intributeplant for tb*lr ideal Monhaby System,
Ararat Jopoa'a Inhabitant*.
large
enough in circumferenceto alrates of freight.
flammation had passed. He strongly
gave onr villagea visit on Monday.
But not content with tbl*, we art determinedto
There
are
two
totally
distinct
types
low
the
crawling
through
of
a
fullHenry J. Nibbcllok of South BlenBert Borst Is quite busy now a days deprecatedsinging in chorus, an exembody In th* same volume the opinions of tboain
Japan,
which
may
almost
be
said
to
sized
man.
don was Jo town Saturday, on business in keeping a blind horse in the middle cellent practice, but one attended
be each other’s opposites.The first, and* of lhe"Oreat Common People" and to that
with the town clerk.
with serionsdangers to the solo vocalof the road.
AN IMPORTED FARM.
which the Japanese themselves call the end w* will allow two dollars on the price of tba
Mr. Mountfordhas been suffering C. JongeJan and wife entertaineda ist If you can really restrain your
book for yoor solutionof this problem, exprMsed
Chinese
or Corean, is the more comThe
Foil
Wm
Transported
from
a
Warm
for the past four weeks with a swelling
in not more than 800 words. Tbs Moxoobih,
arty of young friends Monday even ardor and zeal, and only sing in the
to a Cold Climate. _
mon. Those belongingto it, says Har- the best modern work on Monetary Syitems, will
on the back of his right hand. It is F,
most exciting passages with a moderng"I
once
saw,"
said
a
well
known
per's
Weekly,
have
round
faces,
flat
getting better now.
Jake De Feyter of Holland was in ate amount of vocal power, you may Bostonian, "an imported farm, the noses, full cheeks, rather thick lips— be sent to any address on receiptof |3.00. It Is
Wanted, at West Olive,'1** a few more town Tuesday.
a book that will Interest and loatraet, and is
do no harm, but the misfortuneto that
soil as well as the products being abso- very pretty ones often -and very good destined to become a giant factor in shaping the
hustlers in business like Joe Beck.
The Arm of Van Arkel & Van Den in a chorus the members are carried lutely foreign to the surroundings. white teeth. {Those belonging to the future monetarysystem of the nation.
A man who can repair wood work. Bosch having lately dissolved, left away with overzeal and emulation of
This was in one of the coldest parts of second, or true Japanese type, have
The Monograph Publish ing Company.
and a good blacksmith could do well Mr. Van Arkel as sole
)le proprietor. He their neighbors, and in very many inRoom 44, German Am'k D'k Building.
here; at present there is no black- has again formed a partnershipwith stances do more harm to their voices Manitoba, where I was entertained by a long and comparatively pale faces,
family which had retained its loVe for noses arched like the beak of a bird,
St. Panl, Minn.
smith in the place.
Jake Van Loo. Both are bright young as solo singers in five minutes than
John Conklin of Olive Centre is men and a good trade is predictedfor any teacher in the world can amend in milder regions and crops. The bill of thin lips, large eyes, with not very Reference by permlsion, Natl Gar. Am’n Bank.
fare was necessarily meager, but strongly marked eyebrows, and teeth
moving into the honse vacated by Wm. them.
five years. He also called attention
Mortgage Sale.
some of the vegetables were so bright mostly good, always very white, but
M. Jacques.
to
the
danger
of
ruining
the
voice
by
Miss Lena De Kruif made a very
seining
k
while
“.in^
n(j1n
thi
pnSand
rreen
that
I coold not he]p asking often long and irregular. This is the
r\E
FAULT
HAVING BEEN MADE IN THE
leasant visit with friends in Grand
Grand Haven.
oondltlouiof payment of a certainmortgage
lie schools. Boys shonld not sing !how ‘hey were Preserved so well. To aristocratictype, which, when at its
pids.
Tribune: It is becoming more a mat
»arPri“ 1 lcarn«1 «>at they were best, is really worthy of admiration. made aud executedby Manns Kaissofa and
Ver.Lee and Prulm put up their while their Toices are changing.
ter of doubt whether the old court summer supply of ice iu the beginning own voice had been .very good on. pirated In a garden patch or amln- To be called handsome a Japanese Bouwloa Kuiienga, bis wife, of th* township of
house will ever be converted into a of this week, and although quite late while young; but was ruined by Utnre tam, the kU of which h^ been must belong to it, while those of the Olive, Coonty of Ottawa and state of Michigan,
parties of the first part, to J&oob Van dar
school building. There Is a growing
they got there just in the niche of .training while he was singing In an
fro®
“ '‘r“ Chinese cast of countenance are never Van, of the city of Grand Rapids, coonty of
feeling that the expense of converting
more
than
pretty.
time. No danger that the town will
*° ‘f8ureJ&,fert,“‘y ,,0, (1“?d th«
the building into a school would be be without ice cream and soda water English
region of ice. The vegetables themStrange to say, the moral character Kant and state of Michigan, party of ths second
nearly as much as an entire new build- this season.
part, dated on the first day of October,
selves had been grown from imported of the sections of the community differs
EFFECT OF AIR IN
ing would cost. Then, too, the buildA. D. 1801 and recorded in the office
seed, and, owing to the care and pro- as much as does their appearance. I
Dr. DeSpelder of Drenthe was in
ing would never be as good as a new
of the register of deeds of Ottawa coonty,Mich*
n
Sometime*
c»o*e*
Nmuea
to
People
toction
they
had
had,
they
were
a
perhave
noticed
that,
as
a
general
rale,
building,and would be iu constant town Tuesday.
Igan. on th* 27th day of Febrnary, A. D. 1892, in
with Delicate
fact luxury. The expense of conveying those with Chinese faces are gay,
Peter Rooks and wife of Dakota
need of repairs.
Liber 36 of Mortgagee, on page 62. on which
In hto acoount of the visit to the the soil In barrels such a long distance laughingand restless,full of careless mortgage there is claimed to be dne at the date
Theol. student C. M. Steffens of were in our village Tuesday. They
Mammoth
cave iu Kentucky, Dr. Hovey would prevent any but comparatively good humor, while the others are silent, of this notice the sam of Foar Hundred and Forexpect
to
leave
for
their
new
home
Holland has consentedto fill the puldescribes the peculiar physiologicalwealthy people from trying the exper- indifferent,melancholy,sometimes ty-Six Dollarsand Forty cente,beside* an attorpit of the Second Ref. church during next Thursday.
ney fee of fifteen dollars (115.00). provided for by
Isaac Ver Lee was in Holland Wed- effects experiencedon emerging from iment, but my friends had nude it a even dismal.
the summer months. He will be in
that locality— the sense of smell being hobby. The only other case of earthDetroit next Sunday, and his father nesday.
QUEER NESTS FOR DUCKS. law and no salt or prooeedlsgi having been Instunted at law or In equity to recover the debt
will take his place. Tne church has
C. Boone is the happy father of a intensified to snch an extraordinary importingthat I have net v. ith is that
received some oew chairs.
baby girl, and the -.future looks very degree that most common objects,such done by the shah of Penda. The tra- Made of Ikubra a-d Haag on Pole* In secured by said mortgage, or any part of it, and
the Marehee.
abole of the principalsum of said mortgage, toas trees, plants, animals and even peo- ditionsof his country prevent his treadCant. R. C. Brittain of Saugatuck bright for him now.
The
water-fringed
village of Grouw, gether with ell arrearegea of in ter eat thereon,
was in the city and left an order with
Evert Frens has had the mtofortune pie, had strong individual odors, most- ing on foreign soil, and when he makes
ly unpleasant,and some visitorsare a trip in foreign nations his attendants in Friesland,north Holland, to re- bevikg beoome dne and payable by reason of
H. Bloecker & Co., for a 14x16 engine of breaking his arm.
markable for two things— cheese and defaultin the payment of Interest on said nurtand also an 8x1 2 engine. They are for
Wednesday evening Isaac Adams, known to suffer from nausea and head- cany a supply of Persian soil, some of ducks. The lakes which fringe the gage on the day when the same became dne and
boats that Capt. Brittain to building
aches
by
reason
of
a
too
sudden
change
which
U
placed
in
his
slices,
a
practice
missionaryfrom Persia spoke to a
at his shipyard in Saugatuck.
village on three sides are thick with payable, and the nonpayment of said Interest
crowded bouse in the Ref. church. Af- from the remarkably puM air of the which addoobts for the great inconIn defaultfor moie than thirty days after the
The semi-auDual Inspectionof the ter an introductionby Rev. P. De cave to that of the outside world. Ac- venience walking always appears to be bulrushes aud water grass, and afford same became due eod payable, wherefore under
excellent
cover
for
wild
dneks
and
county jail was made last week by Jonge he gave a description of the cording to Dr. Horey’s theory, this In- to his majesty when abroad."
the ooudltloDS of said mortgage the whole
reJ.
‘ B. Goodrich, county agent
other aquatic fowls. To promote the
Judge
J. V.
modes and beliefs of bis people, and tensifleationof olfactory perceptions f . .. - ciim at ciiNirnAi c
amount of the principal sum of sa<d mortgage
Wm. Whipple, and superintendents many of bis remarks were touebiog in is due to the rarity of olfactory stiin* .:wi.,o *T FUNERALS,
comfort of the former and at the same
all arrearage* of Interest thereon at the
of the poor Wm. N.
N. Angel,
‘
W. Diek- deed. A collectionof $60 was taken nil in the cave, while on enurgenoe, in Qmgwm»hmm\ Bartel Jaaktt* Not tvuoiiy time facilitatethe collection of their with
option of the said Jacob Van dar Ven became
ema and Alex Nobel. Bedding and to aid him on in his work.
eggs the villagersconstruct nest* made due and payable Immediatelythereafter;and
keeping with a physiological law, the
.
Berran of Mina,
closet* were reported to be in a fair
Mrs. A Hnlzenga and Mrs. Ilioham perceptive powers tar these particular “Congressionalfunerals are not al- of plaited rashes, and hung on poles the said Jateb Van der Ven hereby declares his
condltion.Cells and baUsasgoodascan
of Holland were the guests of Mr. and stimuli,having rested, are intensified, ways the lugubrious events that to driven into the soil or perched between electionand option to consider the whole
under the circumstances. Considerable
Mrs. J. Huizenga Wednesday.
so that odors too delicate tq make an generally supposed,” said Re presen ta- the forks of trees. Above each ooterie mount c£Jhe said principalsum of said mortimprovements were made in heating
Ralph
De
Vries,
clerk
at
More’s
deimpression under ordinary eircum- , Uve McDowell, of Pennsylvania,ac- the owner of the nests fixes pieces of gage dut and payable ; Notice Is therefor hereapparatus since last Inspection.
neeuc
There were
we 13 prisoners,ten of whom partment store. Grand Rapids, was in stances are powerfully felt— by the oording to the Washington Post, while colored cloth, which enable him to by given that by virtue of the power of sals
constant repetition of the ordinary , in a reflectivemood, addressing a readily distinguish his nests from in said mortgagecontained and the statute
are serving sentence. In the last six town Wednesday.
57 prisoners were committed.
months 157
The mention made In last week's olfactory stimuli, this effect passing group of hto associates.“There have those of his neighbors. These bits of iu such case made and provided, said mortgage
The crimes for which they were sen- papers J. Vegter sellingout here aud off, so that soon only the stronger been some funeralsof this sort that bon til- g are useful also to the birds, will be foreclosed by sale at public vendue of
tenced are enumerated as follows: Intendingto locate in Holland, is un- odors are registered in consciousness; i were quite lively. But while the last who invariably keep to their own the mortgagepremisesor so mneb thereof as
tusy be necessary to pay the amount dne on said
drunk 103, disorderly 30, larcency7, true.
that to, consciousnessis mainly con- 1 sad rites over a departed colleague are nests. The owner goes each morning mortgage with Interest and costs of foreclosure
grand larcency 1, manslaughter 1. vioin
hto
boat
to
the
nesting
ground,
Miss Della, daughter of Mr. Krome- cerned with the registration of the sometimes enlivened with sundry inend sale Includingan attorney fee of fifteen dollation of game law 1, indecent expos- dyk of Groningen, is said to be very ill
contrast between the stimulus of the cidcnta, into which the festive game thrusts his arm into the bottle-shaped luro(15.00), provided for by lavf, said sal* to take
ure 1, illegal fishing2. removing prop- in Grand Rapids.
nests,
and
collects
their
contents
for
moment and a background of confused of poker enters as a prominent factor,
place at the north front door of the Ottawa counerty held under contract 1, aiding
tiding
P. Van der Meulen, employee of the and undifferentiated impressions; and i and the hours of weary travel are the market
ty court home, &t the city of Grand HaVen. Otprisoners to escape 2, burglary 4, asthe Ottawa FurnitureCo. at Holland, though, ordinarily,sansal ions are in- j playfully beguiled with anecdotesand
tawa county, Michigan, (that being the place
American Footfcar.
sault and battery 3. Of this number
and. Miss Mary Dekker, domestic for creased by more intense stimulation,champagne, as a rule a strict decorum
American workingmen are more irberethe CircuitCourt for the county of Ottawa
all were males, with the exception of
many years with G. Van Hees, were they may also be increased— as in the is observed by all aboard when the last
_ than those Is bolden).on
one.
lightly _____________
shod on the average
quietly married Thursday afternoon at
Monday, the S8th day of May, A. D. 1894,
Illustration
just
given—
by
varying
the
; friendly escort is conveying the de- of° Europe, and nothing excites more
The decision of the .supreme court the home of Mr. and Mrs. Vao Hees,
at 10 o’clock In the forenoon of said day. the said
background
ao
as
to
bring
ordinary
parted
to
his
distant
resting
place.
1 scom and astonishmentIn this country
in the Wiley Waterworks suit virtu- Rev. P. De Jonge performing the cereThere to a good deal of mawkish senthe heavy boot* and shoes mortgaged premises to be sold belag described in
ally states that the Wiley people for a mony. Miss Dekker is well known by stimuli into stronger relief.
•aid mortgage as all that otrtalupiece or paroel of
long time failed to furnish the people many in our village, and we extend
timent expended in the case of some ; brought over by immigrant*.Shoe*
land situatedand being In tb* township of Olive,
wholesome water, and that by reason the young couple our most hearty
HAD PREACHERS ENOUGH. deaths, and it sometimes happens that thickly studded with hob-nailslast county of Ottawa and state of Michiganand
thereof the city was warranted In congratulations for their future sucthe speaker inadvertently select* a i perhaps three times as long as the deer! bed as follows Th* North East quarter
oonslructlng works of its own for the cess. They intend to make their home tarles That Are Fanoj, Bat a Little funeral party whose members had no lighter footgear,bnt the American
of the North West quarter of section II, In
DeabtfaL
convenienceof Its citizens, and that at Holland.
really keen interest in the dead. Un- , workingman would feel himself township 6 Nor hot range 16 West, rontrinlng
The story is related of a bishop who
when the Wiley people improved afder such circumstances I suppose it'is clogged and hampered by such foot- forty seres of land more or lets, according to U.
Benj. Mulder of the News gave the
came to one of onr state prisons and
terward»upon the quality of the wanatural that more levity than seems : weight*. The immigrant quickly 8. survey.
patrons of that paper a friendly call
ter, tbto did not remedy their former
was told: “No need of you here, sir.
Wednesday.
proper should enter into the solemnityI learns that with sffoh a handicap he
Dated Holland.Maroh 1st. A. D. 1894.
neglect.
We have eight preachers safely locked
Wm. Wichers, who has been laid up up who are brought out each Sabbath of the occasion. But in most cases con- cannot compete with the spry Ameri- Gerhit J. Dibkfma, Jacob Vax der Vbn,
Attorney for Mortgagee. Mortgag e.
gresslonal funerals are quite as respect- can, Bnd he adopt* the footwear of the
for a number of days, was out on the
Allegan County.
to minister to their fellow-prisoners.”
street again Wednesday for the first
able *a they should be.”
country perhaps before his heavy imIf this appear a doubtful tale, it can
Locp 1 option was carried by a hand/
ported boots are worn out
Probate Order.
be varied with the following about a
soip'4 majority. Only four towns gave
. A Craabetlv#Deer.
Henry Stadt of Grand Rapids to
a majority against it. Below is a tayoung lady Sunday-schoolteacher who
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN, aa
A West Virginia hunter, with gun
visitingbis friend Ed. J. Pruim.
A justice of Baltimore decided reCOURTY OF OT1AWA. f
bleshowing yes and no vote of each
has a Mass of rather bright boys, aver- and dog, while scouring the mountains
A large number of young people gave agingbetweenseven and nine yean.
cently that eating peanuts in church
At s session of the Probate Court for th*
township,also the majoritiesfor and
a surprise party to
Van Loo Recently she requested P^pil to for game, heard his dog howling some was a crime and fined two negroes ten County of Ottawa, bolden at the Probete Office,
against local option.
distance
away
In
the
woods.
Arriving
Thursday evening, io honor of his
dollars for committing such an offense. In the City of Grand Haven, in said county, on
27th birthday. The evening was come on the following Sunday with at the spot, he found the hound In furWednesday, th# Twenty-firstday of February, In
towns
No MaJ
some passage of Scripturebearing up- ious combat with a buck. He fired,
pleasantly spent and enjoyed by all.
According to a late governmentre- the year one thousandeight hundred aud ninety
Allegan .....
on love. The lads heeded the request bnt missed, and before he could reload,
four.
Geo. Fawn, of the Deering Machine
and In turn recited their verse* bear- the deer had gored the dog and charged port the Osage Indians are the wealth- Present,JOHN V.B. GOODRICH, Jndgs of ProCo. Is canvassing and taking orders
38 through the surrounding coonty in ing upon that popular subject, such as him. The hunter narrowly escaped iest people in the world. Their per cap- bate.
140
I In the matter of th* estate of Jen Albert WUthe interestof the Company an d H. “Love your enemies,” Little children the rash, and in return dealt a blow ita holdings average $16,771.
Fillmore....
IS
love one another,” eta The teacher with hto gun, which did not appear to
terdink, deeeuad.
De Kruif Jr.
40
Thin or gray hair and bald heads,
SWuia.
265
said to the boy whose turn came last: hurt the deer a particle, but did break
On reading and filingthe petition, duly verified,
41
“Well, Bobbie, what to your verse?” the stock. Escape was impossible, and so displeasingto many people as of Jan A. Wilterdlnk,son and heir at law of said
Saugatuck.
HopklDH.
as
marks of old age, may be averted for deceased,representingthat Jan Albert WilterLaketowu
10
Commercial:RepresentativeThomas Raising htonself up, he responded: the hunter had to fight with the barrel
a long time by using Hall’s Hair Re- dink of tb* township of HollandIn said oonnty
Lee ......
si
writes under late date to Capt. Brit- “Song of Solomon, second chapter, of hto rifle. Fortunately, he was both
21
newer.
lately died intestate, leaving estate to be admintain that the best he could do with fifth verse: 'Stay me with flagons, powerful and active, and, although
40
istered and praying for the appointmentof Jan
Monterey ...
86
the light house board was to get them comfort me with apple*, for I am onoe knocked down, he managed to
Martin ......
25
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder
\. Wilterdlnk and Jan W. Wilterdlnk as adminto
promise
to put up a temporary aiok of lore.’
Otaego ......
deal three or four heavy blown, the
W
istrators thereof;
Most
Perfect
Made.
light
at
the
end
of
tne
pier
at
the
Oremtl .....
25
lasf of which stunned the deer, whereThereupooIt Is ordered, That Monday, th*
Pine Plain*.
8
mouth of Saugatuck harbor, until the
Handling Powder la the Navy.
upon the hunter dispatched it with his
Halem ......
Nineteenth day of March
'4
1M ....
pier is in proper shape to erect a lightAn
obedience
to
the
simple
laws
of
It h*a long been the ouatom of ship*
Baugatook...
141 10
knife. The back was one of the finest hygiene and the use of Ayer’s Sarsap- at lOo’eloek in the forenoon,be assigned far t
house
thereon.
Trowbridge
lying at the Brooklynnavy yard to dto- killed in that section for many years.
Waleon .....
arilla will enable the most delicate the bearing of said petition, and that the heirs
As a proof that grapes may be suc- charge their powder a* precaution
Way land....
71....
man or sickly woman to pass In case at law of said deceased, and all other persons tocessfullykept through the winter Mr.
.j- The Ponte* of Sable Island.
against accident, and the regulations
and safety from the Icy atmosphere of tem ted in said estate, are required to appear at
Total...
1816 1S60 104 Kleeman handed us this week several
Sable island is famous throughout
as to entering a man-of-war’spowder
February to the warm, moist days of a sessionof said Court, then to be bolden at the
bunches as fresh and sweet as when
magazine are of th* moat stringent the Canadian maritime provincesfor April. It is the best of spring medi- Probate Office In tb* City of Grand Haven, to.
picked
from
the
vines.
The vote will go into effect on the
oharaoter.It somethnes happens that its race of wild ponies. The little
said county, and show cause, if any there be,
first of May next. The Oaietle is inExperiments in a number of places a single catastropheis reiponalble for creatures were originally placed upon cines.
wby the prayer of the petitioner should noth*
clined to charge the saloon-keepershave proved that silver-leaf maples
extra precautionsthat become perma- the island in order that they might
Chamberlain’s
Cough
Remedy
gives granted : And it is fnrthsrOrdered, That said
themselveslargely with the resu
. of
_
will grow rapidly on tbeshifting sand
lit
neptlv imbedded in nival regulations, furnish food for shipwrecked mariners the best stattofactions of any cough peUUoner give noUoe to the personsIntonated
the election, and says: “Perhapa It dunes of the lake shore. Sprouts and
1<
loubtless the destraetlon of the frequently east away there. The coarse medicine I handle, as a seller leads
all in sal 1 estate,of the pendency of said petition,
cutting^ stuck in the sand will take ani dc
and the .beering thereof.bycausing a copy of this
other preparations In this market,
salt
grass
of
the
island
to
cured
and
frigate
Fulton
at
the
Brooklyn
navy
root and multiply rapidly It seems
recommend It because It is the best order to be published In ike Poilavd O n
to be just the thing to plant along the yard Mxtyjsixyears ago was responsi- stacked in summer time, And upon this
medicine I ever handled for coughs. Nnwe, a newspaper printed aud circulat 'd
laws there would have been 1
dispo- lake beach north of the harbor to pre- ble for the stringencyas to discharg- the ponies feed all winter. It is said
colds
and cro-p -A. W. Baldbridge. tld county of Ottawa for ibxaa
sition to stamp out their traffic alto- vent the sand shifting over into the ing powder. The Fulton was a tem- that they eat their way deep into the
Mlllersvllle,111. For sale by Heber pr ivjous to said day of hearinggether. There to not one of them but river channel.
porary, receiving ship, and one day stacks and thus find their only shelter
(A teas copy, Attest.)
Walsh, Holland. Mich.
violates the law in from one to a half
while the officers were !at dinner a from storms. There 1s a tradition curJOHN V. B. GOOD RICH,
i wavs, and from one to fifty
You may lest nights If you will gunner entered the magaxlne without rant that they even catfish east upon
. V,
Jadg# of Probate.
Children
Cry
for
timjes, each day. Exasperated by their take “Adfronda,” wheelers Heart
precaution* The result was an the shofe. Considerable droves of the
Mines P. Goodbicm.^ V
effrontery, the cummunity decrees and Nerve Cure, it contains no Opium
that bWw up the ship and ponies age taken to the mainland if Pitcher’s Castorla.
| or Morphine.
Dr. J. G. Huiienga of Holland
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